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Preface
A biographical sketch of the philosopher whose works
fora the subject of the following pages has been omitted
out of deference to Dimitry Gawronsky’ s excellent treat¬
ment of this subject in his contribution to ffhe Philosophy
*

of Ernst Cassirer (Library of Living Philosophers}, under
the title of ’’Cassirers

His Life and Work,0

Here it suf*

fices to record that Brast Cassirer was born in Breslau,
0

Germany^ in

*

1C74,

*

and died, after a long life of fertile

scholarship, in New York on April 13, 1945*
Schopenhauer once wrote that ’it is much easier to
point out the faults and errors in the work of a great
mind than to give a distinct and full exposition of its ’
value,”

And Schopenhauer was right about, the difficulty

of this latter,

I mention this not to justify the procedure

in this thesis but to give a distinguished comment on its
inadequacies,
% major aim in this work is to point out two aspects
of Cassirer’s philosophy which seem to mark him as an origin¬
al thinker of the first rank,

%e first of these is his in¬

corporation of the modern interest in semiotics—-the sci¬
ence of signs—into an epistemological standpoint of Criti¬
cal idealism,

The second aspect is one which marks Cassirer’s

membership in the Neo-Kantian movement and, as well, his
special place in its ranks.

This is his extension of Kant’s

”Copemican revolution” into fields other than physical sci¬
ence,

Commentators have noted that the Neo-Kantians aimed

ii*
at eliminating the metaphysical elements in Kant and em»
0

phasizing the methodological ones*

Their activity, with

the notable exception of Cassirer, has been directed pri¬
marily at the analysis of knowledge in the field of science*
:. Cassirer felt that he had provided for the possibility
of knowledge in the other areas of cultural endeavor*
hope f have Shofim that he did*

I
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The Epistemology of Symbolic Formation
(1) Purpose and Scope of the
Philosophy of Symbolic Forms
In any theory, whether it be specifically philoso•

#

*

phi cal, scientific, or religions, which undertakes to explain the relationships between man and the world, there
■ *

*

is an interdependence among anthropology, epistemology, and
what might be called for want of a better term, a theory
of external reality*

Any account of the real necessarily

involves implicit or explicit accounts of how man knows
what is real and of what man is in order* to be such that
he can know it*

In the philosophy of Erast Oassirer these

relationships are made explicit, and they provide both the
’•

*

’

/-

'

groundwork and the framework for his thought*

He pursued

the Ideal of a complete philosophy—a philosophy able to
account for all aspects of man’s activityi

emotional as

well as rational/ aesthetic and religious as well as sci¬
entific and speculative*

Even a quick survey of Cassirer’s

work will reveal his astonishing range and comprehensive
mastery*

This is not to say that he attempted to give a

full, definitive account of the content of every field of
human endeavor*

Gassirer defined a formal point of view

from which the divers realms could be systematically under¬
stood*
He approached the problem of human culture not as a
social scientist but as a Heo-Kantian critical idealist who
had discovered that the categories which explained the

2
possibility of knowledge in the physical sciences were
irxdadquate when applied to the diverse findings of the
cultural sciences*

Cassirer felt that modern civilisation

had reached a real crisis in anthropology--in "man*s know¬
ledge of himself#"

He saw about him a philosophical, a

scientific, a theological anthropology vMch knew nothing
of each other#

He agreed with

Scheler that «^he ever¬

growing multiplicity of the particular sciences that are
engaged in the study of man has much more confused and
obscured than elucidated our concept of man."***

The division

indicated here goes deeper than the concept of man as such#
The disciplines defined by the different areas of cultural
endeavor—science, art, religion, myth—often see them¬
selves in conflict regarding both methodology and discovery?
Scientific thought contradicts and suppresses mythical
thought#"

Religion seems to be under "the necessity of

defending the purity of its own ideal against the excesses
of myth and art#"2

Cassirer asks the question: what sense

Can be mad© of this discord if one holds to the assertion
that these various modes of cultural expression spring from
a unified function of symbolic formation of red ity?

Cassirer

provides an answer to this question, and it has three gen¬
eral aspects which must be stressed at the outset, for they
are definitive of his whole philosophical orientation.
First, for the philosophy of symbolic forms, if there
*

is to be a definition of human nature or human culture, it
is not a substantial but a functional one#

"!%n*s outstanding

3
characteristic,1* says Cassirer, ”is not his metaphysical
or physical nature, but his work*

It is this work, the

system of human activities {in linguistic, artistic, mythi¬
cal, religious, and scientific spheres) which defines and

3

determines the circle of humanity* **^

Second, it must be noted that Cassirer adapts to his
own ends the "hidden meaning” that he finds in Platofs
Republic*

He conceives the lesson of this work to be that

philosophy cannot give us a satisfactory theory of man
until it has developed a theory of the state, but he en¬
larges the overall perspective to include the whole of cul¬
ture*

Political life after all is not the only form of

communal human existence! lb is a late product of the civi¬
lising process*

Cassirer maintains that we cannot find an

adequate definition of man as long as we confine ourselves
to the limits of man’s individual life*

^t is only in the

area of culture, where we can observe man’s work, that
we can arrive at the functional definition of man, which
Cassirer develops into a comprehensive philosophy of sym¬
bolic formation*
Third, in observing the various cultural activities
Cassirer makes ”a sharp distinction between a material and
a formal point of view*”^

He maintains that a philosophical

understanding of humanity cannot content itself with deal¬
ing with the particular conflicting results of the various
modes of human endeavor5 it cannot stop at the created products of mythical thought, religious rites, or scientific

■

.

■

■

•

•

4

theories! it must seek to understand the unity of the
creative process at work in each.of them*

This again is

not a substantial but a functional unity*
If the various spheres are seen from such a point of
view# the diversity among them need not be accepted as final.
Cassirer believes that this fundamental postulate of unity
may be retained if it can be shown to develop an idea of
”a purely functional unity” which could replace the
late of a unity of substance and origin*”^

n

postu-»

Cassirer feels

that a new task confronts the philosophical critique of
knowledge*

It must

>

,

gather the various branches of science with their
diverse methodologies*—with all their recognised
specificity and independence—into one system
whose separate parts* precisely through their
necessary, diversity* will complement and further
one another * * • It must ask whether the intell¬
ectual symbols by means of which the specialised
disciplines reflect on and describe reality exist
merely side by side or whether they are not diverse
manifestations of the same basic human function*0
In outlining his plan for accomplishing this task*
Cassirer returns to Kant*s starting points
,

to an analysis

*

of consciousness and cognition* which alone he holds to be
truly accessible and certain in a primary sense* /The metho¬
dology put!forth in the Critique of Pure Reason was sound*
but the limited scope of this work must be extended:
The object which transcendental analytics • * *
places before us is the correlate of the synthe¬
tic unity of the understanding* an object deter¬
mined purely by logical attributes* Hence it'
does not characterise all objectivity as such*
but only that form of objective necessity wS&eh
can be apprehended and described by the basic
concepts of science*, particularly the-concepts
of mathematical physics* H\ \
\\llJ

The further development of the system of pure reason in
the Critique of Practical Eeaaon and the Critique of Judgment
is witness to the fact that Kant did not hold the field of
mathematical physics to exhaust the area of reality avail¬
able to man*
set out

Kant in the Critique of Pure Reason did not

w

to designate the authentic, concrete totality of
r,

■

the spirit in a simple initial formula ♦ * * it develops
gradually in the course of his critical analysis*^ )
And for Cassirer, we can hope to define the scope of
the human spirit (and reality, which it and it alone, makes
available.to man) onlyfby pursuing Kant’s analytical pro£**»«*»

cess fkr beyond the function of scientific judgment until
ifehav'e brought to light every principle by means of which
the human spirit gives form to reality*

Since cognition

is only one of the many forms in which the mind can spore-

*

hend and interpret reality/onr'perepeatlv^wwt T)e ^detaed.
'r£K

-

Kyth, language, art, and religion all share independently

in the decisive characteristic of cognition: ’’that it
does not merely copy, but rather embodies an original forma¬
tive power * i « Each of these functions creates its own
symbolic forms which, if not similar to the intellectual
symbols, enjoy equal rank as products of the human spirit**^.
In this my Cassirer can say that the critique of culture
is the product of the widening of the critique of reason*
0

The critique of reason must become the critique of culture,
as culture is manifested along all these ’’different roads
i

by which the human spirit proceeds toward its objectivisation,

6
i*e#, its self-revelation*”^^^-7
And yet we have before us the apparent conflict be¬
tween these various culture trends—a conflict which has
unsettling implications for the idealistic position.

The

only way to .transcend this conflict is to find a stand¬
point situated above it from which to see the necessary
intermediary link between these trends^ a link in virtue
of which they could be seen to be in a complementary and
not. a conflicting relationship,

If there is such a stand¬

point} it must be such that from it, the question could be
answered?
* * • do the diverse branches of cultural life
actually present such an intermediate field and
mediating function, and'if so, does this function
disclose typical traits, by means of which it can
be recognised and described^1,
Cassirer* sanswer is affirmative.

All of these traits de¬

pend on different configurations of given reality by a
formally unitary function of symbolic formation,
(2) The Concent of the Symbol
What does Cassirer mean by the term "symbol?”

How

does it relate to the function of symbolic formation?
*

/

Carl Hamburg, in his book Symbol and Reality, has
given a perceptive summary of the attitudes of traditional
rationalism and empiricism toward the symbolic elements in
human knowledge*

He says that ”in both there was an either
#

hopeful or painful .realisation that a great deal, if not
indeed all, of human knowledge of reality ms of a mediate
and symbolic, rather than of an immediate or intuitive (per-

7
ceptual) nature*This realisation is written on every
*

page of the history of epistemology, and interest in the
role of symbols in human knowledge Is not new*

Corres¬

ponding in this history to the rationalist-idealistic
emphasis on the mediate nature of human knowledge of the
real* there is the realistie-empirieist*s emphasis on the
givenness of some other* more basic substratum of reality
which was in no way dependent for its being on man*s knowledge of it*

It is possible to read the history of philosophy^

as Cassirer does, as an attempt to get behind the mediating
symbolism to the nature of the “really real."

Recent and

contemporary philosophy provides no exception to this inter¬
pretation*

But here the traditional opposition seems to

he expressed more in terns of a tension than a conflict*
In Hamburg’s view recent and contemporary philosophy has
neither completely shared the rationalist’s trust nor the
empiricist*s distrust of the symbolising function*

Though

it has accepted the symbolic nature of science, philosophy
in many cases has sought
* * * aon-symbblic anchoring grounds for the
various linguistic and scientific symbolisms
of knowledge in immediate Intuitions, actual
occasions, essences, prehensions, or ’experiences
as had|«over against ’experiences as reflected
upon * ’
Gassirer, of course, seeks no such anchoring ground*
He stands in the front rank of modern thinkers who place
the problem of the symbol at the center of epistemological
attention*

Hamburg* Susanna K* hanger, and others consider

this a specifically modem development in theory of knowledge*3-^

a
The society of thinkers working in epistemology has had
*

*

heterogeneous membership* but the area of semiotics* or the
science of signs, seems to be, in comparison, in Hamburg*s
terms *
9

* • * a veritable no-man*s land, with anthro¬
pologists, mythologists, logicians, mathemati¬
cians, physicists, estheticianS, *normal* and
♦abnormal* psychologists all roaming about and
curiously reluctant to leave, even though, as
a rule, they scarcely seem to be interested in
eachothef*s company*15
Cassirer hoped to provide a meeting place for this somewhat
motley crew by indicating a systematic formal (and not
material) point of view from which to observe these endea*
♦

*

vors in a complementary light,

The danger$ however^ in

a philosophical inquiry into semiotics is that it will
flounder in vague generalities leading to nothing except
a seemingly arbitrary Classification of symbols.

This is

the criticism leveled by both Hamburg and Langer at Peirce*s
*

empirical account

of

59,049 symbol situations which could
£

"

«*i J

66

be reduced to

types,

'

Cassirer intended to do better

than this*
4

It is possible to take an outlook on human knowledge,
symbol, and reality in vjhieh it is acknowledged that human
knowledge is mediated through symbols which stand in place
of the real, that such symbols are Just conventions among
’

*

n

*

'

' «

^

men, and that they provide a more or less satisfactory and
workable means of dealing with reality*

Cassirer, while
#

admitting that symbols do have a merely substitutional role,
^
■
•
•
*
|
maintains more than this about their function* Specifically *

9
frihafr more he maintains is that the symbolising function is
finally reality and the ground of all modes of reality—
that this function finds its base in the human spirit and
its expression in the various fields of cultural endeavor*
*

That i% for human knowledge the symbol is the real whether
it be encountered on the simple level of apprehending an
"object" in nature or on the more complex level of appre¬
hending an "object* which’ in turn symbolises some other
object or relationship*

Cassirer says that the question

of "what apart from these spiritual functions constitutes
absolute reality, the question of what the *thing in itself*
may be. in this (symbolic) sense remains unanswered*,’'except
that more and more we

learn

to recognise it as a fallacy

in formulation, an intellectual phantasm*"1^
f .

This is to

*

say, the object, apart from the spiritual,functions which
constitute,it, is an intellectual phantasm*

)

It cannot be

known under any mode, that is* given form and relation,
apart from the process of symbolic formation-

It truly

*

remains an "X", but it truly remains*

j*

This is not to say,

of course, that to be is "to be perceived*"

The real is

!

what man finds it to be by and through the spiritual function
which expresses it*

It is this form, with its own immanent

law, whieh alone is truly accessible and certain in a pri¬
mary sense*

The particular content of knowledge is present

not only according to, but also in virtue of this form and
its immanent law*.

One commentator has noted that this rad-

!

ical insistence on the necessity of the symbolic relation to

10
reality is the primary mark of Cassirer:
• * * whereas the import of symbolic media for
the intelligibility of reality is certainly not a
new discovery and has been realised by philosophers
from Plato to Dewey, the thesis that a symbolic
relation obtains for every possible {even any per- '
ceptual) context in which we ♦have* a world, ex¬
presses what is most distinctive in Cassirer’s
philosophy of symbolic forms,2.®

t/

It is perhaps wise to pause at this point and clear
up what might later seem to be a confusion in Cassirer*s
use of the term ”symbolic form,”

An accurate notation of

several distinct though related meanings of this term has
been made by Carl Hamburg,

Cassirer uses the term in three

ways:

(1)

< (3)

It covers what is often referred to as the
* symbol concept,* the * symbolic function,*1 or
simply the ’symbolic,*
It denotes the variety of cultural forms which—
as myth, religion, language* and science—ex¬
emplify the realms of application for the
symbol concept,
•
It is applied to space, time, cause, number,
etc,, all of which—as the most pervasive
•symbolic relations*—are said to constitute
Such domains of 'objectivity* as listed under

(2),

Cassirer uses the tern in these three senses,- but most of
the time it is manifestly clear which sense he means*

But

to avoid confusion here, I will try to refer to its usage
#

as "symbolic function” as "symbolic formation,”

its usage
.4

as "culture foams” as "modes” (of symbolic formation), and
its usage indicative of pervasive "symbolic relations”—
space, time, number, etc*, as "intuitive forms*”

I believe

that this terminology will become clear in this chapter.
What, then, does Cassirer mean by "symbol?”

What

differentiates human symbolism from certain modes of so-

11
called symbolic behavior in the animal kingdom?

Hi©

concept of indirect response to a sign or signal which re¬
presents a specific object or activity to animals has been
given an indubitable status by studies carried out in bio¬
logy and animal psychology*

Cassirer maintains, however,

that animal and human semiotics are qualitatively different
and should be distinguished as "signs” (signals) and "sym¬
bols*1*

Animals react in nature and may be trained to react

to signs*

Pavlov*s bell stood for dinner to his dog, and

without the bell, there was ho dinner for the animal even
when the dogfood was present*
duced to signs*

Yet "symbols" cannot be re¬

Signs and signals are not truly removed

from the physical world; the symbol is a part "of the
human world of meaning*
designators*

Signals are operators? symbols are

Signals, even when understood and used as

such have a sort of physical or substantial being? symbols
have only a functional value.Sign or signal is related
to its referent in a fixed way; the human symbol is char¬
acterised by the versatility with which it makes relational
thought possible*

'^he symbol is not necessarily tied to

one substantial context,

its use is required if a distinc¬

tion is to be made between possible and actual, real and
ideal*

It is at once its strength and its major weakness

that human knowledge is by its very nature symbolical*
For while man makes use of certain signals, much in the
0

physical-substantial way that animals do, a symbol has
"no existence in the physical world; it has a meaning."

21
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And all too often being and meaning are confused by man*
One purpose of the philosophy of symbolic forms is to
delineate carefully the nature of the symbolising function
to see it for what:' it is—to see its drawbacks and its
possibilities*
Cassirer believed that in the concept of the symbol
lies a due to an adequate understanding of the nature
of man and culture*

He holds it to be undeniable that

n

symbolic thought and symbolic behavior are among the most

characteristic features of human life and that the .'whole
progress of human culture is based on these conditions*0^
The use of symbols as intermediary links between man and
external reality is a characteristic which appears to be
the distinctive mark of human life*

Cassirer maintains that

in the acquisition of the symbolic system man has added a
new dimension of reality to his universe*

In contradis¬

tinction to the other animals# man lives not only in a
physical universe but in a symbolic one,
this universe*

He cannotescape

He can no longer "confront (physical)

reality immediately * * • (it) seems to receed in propor¬
tion as man’s symbolic activity advances*"^?

Cassirer

notes that one might say with Housseau that "The man
who thinks is a dejp^ved animal * 0 that it is: not an im¬
provement "but a deterioration of human nature to exceed
the boundaries of organic life*”^

But however this may

be* language, science* art, myth, and religion all form
the varied threads o'f the symbolic net in which man has

13
so enveloped himself that he cannot see or knot? anything
except by the interposition of this medium*
The definition of man as animal rationale is correct
but incomplete for Cassirer*

He holds rationality to be

an inherent feature of all human activities* but maintains
that there is more to man than rational symbolic activityi
"Reason is a very inadequate term x*Lth which to; comprehend

\
/

the^forms of ma»*s cultural life In all thei^ldehness and
vitality*"

24

Wm:

’

-

should be termed the animal smabolicum.

a term more adequately describing his specific difference
and* wtJich is the same thing, his special way of functioning*
,: Spsanne K* Langer in Philosophy in a Hew Rev has giv¬
en a. clear exposition of a similar way of relating the
factors of the symbolic situation*

Mrs* Langer points out

that in any conceptual relationship of subject and object
4

involving the substitution of a term for the*ob ject, there
are.three necessities?

there is the term which "means,"

the object "meant** and the subject using the term*

Ihe

relationship between the term and its object is logically
a one-to-one correlation^ yet they are not interchangeable*
The reason for this lies in the subject who finds one of
the pair "more interesting than the other" and the sign
or symbol "more easily available" than the object*

it
*

were not for this function of the subject or interprstant,
"sign and object would b© interchangeable*"^

The "mean¬

ing" which a sign has is not, for Langer, a quality inher¬
ing in the conceptual-symbolic relationship but a function
of the semiotic term.

The meaning of a term is the term*©

u
specific function in relation to its total context*
*

0

in
t

this sensei both signs and symbols have meaning, bat, acc¬
ording to hanger, there is a difference in their respective
functions*

Symbols, unlike signs, are not merely proxies

for their objects, but vehicles for the conception of ob¬
jects*

The fundamental difference between signs and symbols

is a "difference of association, and consequently of their
use by the third party to the meaning function, the sub¬
ject; signs announce their objects to him, whereas symbols
lead Mm to conceive their objects*Thus in the sign
function there are three essential terms!
and object*

subject, sign,

In the symbol function there are fours

ject, symbol, conception, and object*

sub¬

This distinction

harks back to Cassirer’s distinction between sign and sym¬
bol in his discussion of animal response and human symbol¬
ism*.'
The sign for hanger merely stands in the place of
the thing signified*

Its function is in an immediate re¬

action with little or no conceptual activity*

Thus animals

can "understand” signs as in the case of Pavlov’s experi¬
ments*

Human beings use signs also, as for example in

driving an automobile*

A red light "means" stop, but

there is no necessary conscious mental process between
seeing the light and the act of stopping.

This is not to

say that there are no cognitive functions involved; it is
merely to point out that humans are capable of conditioned
response to signs*

hanger says that in the case of the sym-

15

bol function, there is an additional factor*

For his dog,

the name "James" signifies his characteristic odor, foot¬
fall, etc*

Upon this signal, the dog would look for the

substantial James*

fo a human the symbol "James” is a

sign for the physical James, but it is also the occasion
*

for the questions "What about James?"

As a symbol* hanger

says that the name evokes the conception of the object
and not necessarily the expectation of the "physical"
object itself*
hanger goes on to distinguish between the logical and
the psychological senses of meaning in the symbolic re¬
lationship*

It is possible to say that a certain symbol

"means” something to a person or that a person "means"
something by the symbol*

The former is the logical sense,

taking the symbol as the key$ the latter is the psychological
sense, taking the subject as the key to the relation*
While it is obvious that Cassirer would agree with
hanger*s distinction between sign and symbol, especially as
regards the nature of the sign as not truly removed from
the physical world, it is not obvious that he would agree
with the implications of the subject^ being "led to con¬
ceive" the object by the symbol*

Cassirer would agree

that this does often happen, but not that it is definitive
or even indicative of the true nature of the relation be¬
tween conception and symbolism*

For Cassirer, the primary

aspect of this relationship is that the subject "leads" the
symbol*

The symbol is the "created by" and not the "creator

16
of” conception.

The correct relationship is not! as

Langer’s account of the elements of the symbolic function
would imply, a serial relationship of distinct entities and
functions, but essentially an integral relationship of
symbolic formation of sensory elements which are ’’repre¬
sented” in consciousness,

furthermore, Cassirer would

obliterate the distinction between the logical and the
psychological aspects of meaning.

While he would agree

that meaning is a function of a term and not a quality in
the metaphysical sense, this 'term-*- symbol or 3ign-~is at
*

<

ope© a function, a product, and a determinant of the con¬
ceptual process itself.

He says,
4

The sign is no mere accidental cloak of the idea,
but its necessary and essential organ. It serves'
not merely to communicate a given thought content,
but is an instrument by means of which this con¬
tent develops and fully defines itself. ’
The obliteration of the distinction between the logical
and psychological senses of meaning is important because
if a position of critical idealism has to distinguish ul¬
timately between a pole of ’’What 1 mean by it” and a pole
of ’’What it means, ” then it is no longer © system of
*

critical idealism,

for Cassirer, who felt that all the

areas of human endeavor could be ’’elucidated by philosophy
4

only within a general system of philosophical idealism,”2^
the reconciliation of these two poles by the general sub¬
ordination of the latter to the former was necessary*

To

accomplish this not easy task, the largely empirical science
of semiotics had to be brought into a critical idealistic
- epistemologyh^he“schema_according“to'\^hic!h“thi s wa s done

17
was Cassirer’stheory of modality*
(3) The Theory of Modality
Using psychological and logical in the broadest sen¬
ses, we might say that Cassirer describes a relationship
between them in which the psychological aspect of meaning
is developed or expressed in its own progressive determin¬
ation according to its own immanent logical law*

Here the

logical aspect of meaning is subordinate to and determined
by the psychological mode in which meaning is expressed#
doctrine of modality is tied up with the reconciliation
and systestimation of the aspects of meaning and the aceounting for the various ^meanings” a* symbol may have*

The

" woravNanH for example* has a very different meaning for
the theologian .than It does for the sociologist.

The

meanings of the term "moon” diverge when itiCBUSed by
an astronomer and a Polynesian native#

Nor is this diver¬

gence of meaning limited to the particulars of experience#
Jv T^ae* space* cause, and number* all symbols of basic cognitive and intuitive relations* have different meanings in
.mythology* religion* art* and science*
idealistic view*
;; a claim to

Yet, from Cassirer’s

ft

every feature of our human experience has

reality*

Cassirer’s discussion of quatity

and modality provides the pattern by which he reconciles
these differences#
In a philosophical approach to art* myth* or language*
the first problem can be formulated: "How can a finite and
particular sensory content be made into a vehicle of a gen-,

oral spiritual meaning?”30

The material aspect of these

spheres reduces to aggregates of sensor impressions of
sight, hearing, or touch*

Yet as these sensory impressions

are related to and in human cognition, ”a miracle occurs*”
Tills simple sensory material becomes something more than
*

what it immediately is*

0

Sensation, in being cognised,

takes on a new life, acquires meaning*

This meaning is

acquired and defined, for Cassirer, from two sources at
once*
(1) from the general formal contest in which the
sensory particulars stand} ”* * . the sen*
sory particulars do not stand by themselves}
they are articulated into a conscious whole,
from which.they take their qualitative mean¬
ing * * •"^
(2) from certain.basic forms of relation inherent
in human mentality according to which the
"simple sensory qualities” are ordered and '
synthesised* These basic forms of relation,
”for psychological as well as epistemological
analysis * * * prove to be Just such simple
and irreducible Equalities* of consciousness
as the simple sensory qualities*
Among these simple and irreducible forms of relation are
time, space, number, and cause*

%ey correspond formally

and functionally to Kant1s pure forms of intuition and
understanding*
ft

Cassirer will speak of a few basic forms

.

'

•

of relation, but he does not give a "table of categories”
as exhaustive of the forms of combination available to the
human spirit*

The closest he comes to it is his discussion

of quality and modality*
By a "mode” Cassirer refers to a totality of meanings
*

which has its own "nature,”

its own immanent formal law*
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There are various modes of human thought and endeavors
mythical, scientific, artistic, and religious*

The basic

forms of relation, as well as being seen in psychological
and epistemological analysis* can also be singled out
and described as certain typical relations when the ideal
modes* with all their specificity and independence are
considered together*

In such a consideration, the quality

and the modality of the forms can be observed*

The “quality1*

of a given relation refers to
the particular type of combinatipn by means
of which it creates series within the whole of
’Consciousness, the arrangement of whose members ,
is?subject to a special law* Thus for example*
the relation, of simultaneity as opposed to
succession constitutes such an independent
quality*'*'3
The “modality” of a given relation refers tb the formal
content

in which it is found*

Thus “the universal relation

we call ’time* is just as much an element of theoretical
scientific cognition as an essential factor in certain
structures of the aesthetic consciousness*”

But it would

not "mean” tlie same in both (although in both the quality
of succession is posited) because “the consciousness of
natural laws as laws of the temporal form of motion and
the consciousness of (say) musical measure have each their
own specific mode of succession*”^

Similarly, cause as a

scientific principle of uniform necessary relationship is
different from cause as a “mythical potency*”

Thus in

the philosophy of symbolic forms*
*

•

«

in order to characterise a given fora of

"""
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relation in its concrete application and con¬
crete meaning, we must not only state its
qualitative attributes as such, but also de¬
fine the system in which it stands. . . .JBasfi,
each of these contexts,. language aswell~as

a^iehti'l^in'"cognitJ3n,^a3?b«as»-welLjas^®yth.t

wiIiiieX‘^II3rm.*«nonstitutive*-'pri-neiple^which
sets'its stamp, as it

Jihe^narfcieuresult is an-extraordinary diversity of formal relations, whose
richness and inner involvements, however, can be
apprehended only through a rigorous analysis of each
fundamental form*
How a group of sensory particulars
uine spiritual meaning is a problem on which the expansion
of meanings in natural science throws light.

Nothing

in the sensory data of the physicist corresponds to the
"important" relational elements of his science: concepts
*

»

.

4

*

*

of space, time, force, mass, atom, and energy* Cognition
devises these "in order to dominate the world Of sensory
experience and survey it as a world ordered by law*11

Thus

the conceptual vrorld of physics is systematised and selfcontained according to its own fixed rules, and its deve¬
lopment goes "hand in hand with the increasing refinement
of its system of signs."

Id

In an article in the Journal of Philosophy written some
sixteen years after the first volume of the Philosophy of
• .
#
■
*
Symbolic Forms? Cassirer put this another wayy Kant, he
says, thought the task of a scientific theory was "to spell
phenomena in order to be able to read them as experiences."
"Modem evolution of physics has shown us," according to
Cassirer, "that science in this spelling of phenomena may
follow different ways.

It is not restricted to a special

£

type of spelling and to a single alphabet} it is at lib¬
erty to choose various sets of symbols*
cannot use these symbols at. random*”

But of course

TO

The point to make

here is that this development, this increasing, refinement
of signs, is a lawful development within the scientific
context*

Symbolic systems are not arbitrarily overthrown,

but they do change s
None of us, I suppose, any longer regards the
theory of relativity as a restriction of our
ideal of-scientific truth* We think, on the
contrary, that it has contributed to define and
expla&n this ideal in a clearer and snore definite

way.^*

Cassirer*e view here is close to James B* Conant’s that
science aims at the evolution, or lawful development, of
,

*

,

3

more adequate conceptual schemes, the main criterion of
which is their provision for the further development
of science.^
But the nature of scientific thought is not the pri*

■

y

■

mary consideration here} in this brief account, however,
we can see two aspects of the relation between cognition
and symbol which transcend science as such and apply with
equal validity to other modes of thought*
The first of these is that the logic of things cannot
be separated from the logic of symbols because in all forms
of cultural activity, the sign is necessary not only to
communicate a thought content, but also for the very deve¬
lopment of that content*
The second aspect is that the symbol is not a purely
#

conceptual element but has a ground also in sensation, which
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provides the "material” from which cognition "creates
a definite sensuous substratum for itself” by giving it
form and order*

This substratum is essential for human

cognition and for spiritual formative activity in any mode*
In fact, it is ”so essential that it sometimes seems to
constitute the entire content, the true ’meaning* of the
forms,”

language, myth, art seem to consist, at first

glance, entirely in the particular sensuously tangible forms
they present.

But this is indicative, not of the nature

of these,modes, but of a broader concepts

"The content of

the spirit is disclosed only in its manifestationsj the ideal
form is known only by and in the aggregate of the sensible
signs which it usee for its expression.”*^
By surveying these manifestations Cassirer is attempt**
ing to grasp the typical and consistent features of the
activities of the spirit and to observe their special
configurations {their modality) as they are encountered,in
art, myth, religion, and science.

In this endeavor he

distinguishes his position of critical idealism from
traditional idealism which, he says, contained a metaphysi**
cal dualism between the mundus senslbills* where the con/

finement and passivity of the senses prevailed, and the
mundus intelliglbllfs. characterised by the free spontaneity
of the mind,

*or Cassirer the senses and the spirit are

"Joined in a new form of reciprocity and correlation,”**®
In this new form the function of the spirit must seek its
fulfillment In the sensory world*

%t the sensible world
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is not something inert, something given and present to a
passive perceptive agent*

It is a sensible -world of symbols,

symbolically formed in apprehension*

It is a "world whose

inner quality is still wholly sensory, but which already
discloses a formed sensibility, that is to say, a sens!-

\ ^

bility governed by the spirit*
This new form of ^reciprocity and correlation” is seen
in the process of language formation herein the chaos of
immediate impressions gains order and clarity only when
names are given it—-when it begins to be symbolically order¬
ed and systematized, that, is, formed*

The xjorld of im¬

pressions gains permanence and becomes manageable only
when it is designated by names and endowed with intellectual
quality in the process*

Language has two aspects*

In

addition to being a "basic implement” of the human spirit
in its progress from sensation to ideas, it is itself a
type of symbolic formation as are myth, science, and the
other modes*

In the symbolic differentiation of sensory /

phenomena there is a germ of that "universal function of
separation and association” which is expressed in all the
modes and "finds its highest conscious expression in the
analyses and syntheses of scientific thought*”1^
■

-''

-

*

Holding to the necessity of the "sensuous substratum,”
Cassirer: insists that the creation of the various modal
systems of symbols is a free activity of tine mind*

With

the acquisition of symbols, the function of separation and
association begins, and this activity is not limited to

*
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linguistic and specifically conceptual areas.

The "un¬

reality" of the creations of the mythical and artistic
modes stands in testimony that their creations are not
founded in passive sensation but in the free spontaneity
of the spirit.

Further testimony to this is that in all

modes a claim is made to objective truth*

This claim may

be discredited in the light of subsequent critical inquiry
with a more highly developed concept of truth, but "the mere
fact that it is made belongs to the essence and character
of the particular culture forms themselves,

that is,

to their being a mode in which the spontaneity of the spi¬
rit is expressed*
In the first unreflecti^manifestations of linguistic
and mythical thought there is no clear distinction between
symbol or sign and object but an indifferent merger of the
two.

The acquisition of the sign is the first step towards;

knowledge of the "objective” nature of the thing*

The true

nature of subjectivity and objectivity becomes available
only when the symbolical nature of human knowledge is
realised*

Only when the "constant flux of the contents of

consciousness is halted" by the determination and limitation
involved in the application of a symbol, only when conscious¬
ness juxtaposes its own unity of form does an enduring
Ideal meaning become possible.

This juxtaposition indicates

more and more specifically, as human knowledge increases^
the nature of subjectivity and objectivity, because in
any mode of thought human mentality apprehends in its syra-

bols the object

u

and at the same time apprehends itself

and its own formative law*w^
Gassirer says that this sort of apprehension is a
factor which occurs in every type and form of symbolism*
One of the first to mention it in connection with a study
of language was Wilhelm von Humboit around 1^36;

Humboldt

maintained that
In speech the energy of the mind breaks a path
through the lips* but its product returns through
our own ears* The idea is translated into true
objectivity without being trf.thdrawn from subject¬
ivity* Only language can do this; and without
this translation into an objectivity which re¬
turns to the subject—and such a translation
occurs, even though silently, wherever language
is at work—the formation of concepts and hence
all true thought would be impossible * * * « For
language cannot be regarded as a sub stance: which ; *
is present, which can be apprehended as a whole. * V
« * * it is something which must be constantly
produced, and while the laws {formative laws
peculiar to language, Cassirer would say) accord¬
ing to which it is produced are defined, its scope
and in a certain sense the manner in which'it,~
it is produced remains indeterminate* . * • *^
Cassirer’s aim in his analysis of the various culture modes
is a progressive reduction of this indeterminacy of their
own immanent formative laws*
While with the apprehension of the nature of the sym¬
bol, the nature of subjectivity and objectivity becomes
clearer, we must not see the distinction between them as
concrete, established, eternal!
What language (as a mode) designates and expresses
is neither exclusively subjective nor exclu-•
sively objective; it effects a new mediation, a
particular reciprocal relation between the two
factors* neither the mere discharge, nor the
repetition of objective sound stimuli yields
the characteristic meaning of language? language
arises where the two ends are joined.,so creating
a new synthesis of ’I* and ’world** ****

This sort of formative, reciprocal relation extends to *
all areas of cultural endeavor?
Each particular cultural energy contributes to
this definition (of subjectivity and objectivity) *
in its particular way and plays its own chasv
acteristic part in establishing the concepts
'
of the I and of the world* Cognition, language,
myth, and arts none of them is a mere mirror,
simply reflecting images of inward or outward
data? they are not indifferent media, but rather
the true sources of light, the prerequisite 6f
vision, and the wellsprings of all formation***/
Not mirrors of reality, not indifferent media, and
not simple structures which we can insert in a given
world, the modes of symbolic thought must be understood
as functions by means of which specific forms are given
f

to reality*

»

?

*

%e achievements of one mode must not be

measured, in terms of the standards of another*

Each

function makes use of different instruments* different
*

:

.

standards of evaluation, "and the results are different
'

*4

'

*

'

1

4

*

also*"^®

^
& lateal. .gagte&agas,
the Function of Representation
Inherent in the specification of subjectivity and
*

objectivity by symbolic indication of subject, symbol, and
objeqt is another universal aspect of human cognition*

This

is the function of representation*
•

*

If we take, as Kant proposed to do, for a starting
point in critical philosophy an analysis of the elements of
consciousness, we see, according to Cassirer, that the
"universal function of separation and association is not
removable from the "content of consciousness but constitutes
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on© of its essential conditions#”

%is is to say that

every simple quality of consciousness ”has a definite
Content only in so far as it Is apprehended in complete
unity with certain qualities but separately from others*n
fills seems to be a report of cognitive experience and to
be perfectly obvious*-in need of no elaborate elaboration*
Cassirer is pointing out that the whole of consciousness
is modified by ongoing cognitive ex)erience—experience
which by. the fact of Its having been will modify future
experience*

In this sense* Cassirer sayss

* • • I there is no Something* in consciousness
that does not eo inso and without further media¬
tion give rise to ^another1 and to a series of
others* **or what defines each particular content
of consciousness is that in it the whole of con¬
sciousness is in some form posited and represen¬
ted* Only in and through this representation does
what we call the *presence* of the content become
possible**'?
This function of representation (the cognitive pro¬
cess of positing a content necessarily related to a con¬
text) is a necessary aspect of relational thought and is
immediately evident in the simplest instance of the
presence of a content such as the concept of the temporal
present*

lime as we "know” it is a movement from past

"through” the present to the future*

^he content of con¬

sciousness we call ”now” can be nothing but* according
to Cassirer* the eternally fluid boundary line between
past and future*
bounds*

It cannot be posited apart from what It

If the now is interpreted differently* it con¬

stitutes a negation of time*

If we are to think of the
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temporal moment, the now, as pertaining to time, to tem¬
poral motion, we mast not think of the Elastic Arrow with
its series of %t rests1?, but we must think of the present
as truly situated in the movement, in the processoof
time as, a whole*

Shuts the

9

fora of time itself can be

1

given* for us only when the temporal sequence is represen¬

ted as running forward and backward*9^

This function of

representation is a fundamental characteristic of conscious¬
ness, gamely, that the whole is not obtained from its
parts but that every notion of a part already encompasses
the notion of the whole, not as to content, but as to
strueture ahd form."

It is a function itiich finds on

expression similar to that found in the spatial and quali¬
tative ordering functions of consciousness as well as in
the temporal*
We '.apprehend specific elements in a spatial whole
only

9

by combining into one idea complete groups of sen¬

sory perceptions which mutually displace one another in
immediate sensory experience, and on the other hand by.
diffusing this unity through the diversity of its partic¬
ular components*

It is only by this interplay of concen¬

tration that spatial consciousness is constructed*9^"
And just as the temporal now depended on its context of
past and future in transition, so "for every fhere* we
posit a 'there1*

The particular-place is not given prior

to the spatial system but only in reference to it*9'*2
Cassirer means by a "qualitative ordering function
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of consciousness” an objectifying synthesis by ■which a
sum of determinate properties are combined into a constant
or relatively constant "thing,”

This objectifying syn¬

thesis depends upon the spatial and temporal functions of
representation just described.

Certain spatial and tem¬

poral configurations must be apprehended before the con¬
cept of the thing as a constant "vehicle” of the variable
properties can take form,

^ut the idea of this "vehicle,”

4

says Cassirer, "adds to the intuition of spatial simultan¬
eity and temporal succession a new factor of independent
importance*"^

Empiricist analysis tries in vain to

reduce the idea of the thing to the sum of its attributes
and in so doing reduces its own argument to the mere des¬
cription of "combination as such" precisely because, for
example,-

WaGn we combine the sensations of extension*,
sweetness, roughness, whiteness into the idea
of 1 sugar* as a unified whole, this is possible
only because each one of these qualities is
originally thought in reference to this whole.
The whiteness or sweetness, etc*, is not app¬
rehended merely as a condition within-me, but
as a *property* and objective quality, because
I have already attained the,desired function and
perspective of the *thing,
Cassirer*s Kantianism shines in every line of his
..

*

*

„

discussion of representation, and yet, like all Heo-Kantians, he has modified Kant?s account*

because he is try¬

ing to justify a function of symbolic formation as the fun¬
damental. farm of the activity of the human spirit, because
he recognised objectivity as available in several different
modes, and because even the basic forms of relation of human
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consciousness assume different Qualities” with changes
in modality, Cassirer does not attempt a complete system
of categories for all the different modes*

%eh an

attempt is beyond the scope of the philosophy of symbolic
forms, which has been described as a prolegomenon to any
future philosophy of culture*

Here is possibly the clue

to Cassirer*s abandonment of the distinctions made by Kant
in the subject matter of the Transcendental Aesthetic and
0

the Transcendental Analytic, between the forms of intuition
and the forms of understanding*

%en the forms of intuition—

the basic apprehension of spatial and temporal configur¬
ations—will vary between different types of modality*
let Cassirer differs from Kant on more than this me¬
thodological point as regards the problem of representation*
Cassirer criticises ^ant for maintaining

n

xd.th full force”

the rationalistic antithesis between thought and sensibi¬
lity, between the formal and material elements of conscious¬
ness, even though Kant

n

goes on to say that perhaps the

two are connected in a common root unknown to us*”

Cassirer*s

principal objection to this formulation is that it is a
product of abstraction and not an aspect of
* * * * the unity of the matter and form of con¬
sciousness, of the *particular* and the *universal,*
of sensory *data* and *pure principles of order*
(which) constitute precisely that originally certain
and originally known phenomenon which every
analysis of consciousness must take as its point
of departure • ^
For Gassirer, the nature of consciousness is such that
* * * . it exists only in so far as it immediately
goes beyond itself in various directions of spitritual synthesis* The consciousness of the mom*
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ent contains reference to temporal succession;
the consciousness of a single point in space
contains reference to space as the sum and total**
ity of all possible designations of position; and
there are countless analogous relations through
which the form of the whole is expressed in the
consciousness of the particular**®

The

statement was made earlier that Cassirer*s thesis

that a symbolic relation held for every .possible context
in which we' “have® a %orld" is the most distinctive thing
in his philosophy*

it is possible to see how his account

of the function of representation is indicative of this
radical extension of the symbolic relationship*
Cassirer views the function of representation as
necessary for the formal unity of consciousness*

Ms

function is also seen as a natural symbolism in which
"a certain partial content of consciousness, though dis¬
tinct from the whole, retained the power to represent this
whole and in so doing reconstitute it in a sense.Italics
mine.) This natural symbolism is prior to artificial symbols,
the "arbitrary51 signs which consciousness creates in Iangnage, myth, and arts

"l5he force and effect of these

mediating signs would remain a mystery if they were not
ultimately rooted in an original spiritual process which
belongs;to the very essence of consciousness*®^^

^hls

"original spiritual process” is the function of represen¬
tation, of "natural” symbolism*

It is a function of sign¬

ification which is present prior to the production of any
sign*

It has a bond with sensibility but contains within

it a freedom from sensibility*

It is "an independent mode
4

of configuration * * * * a specific activity of consciousness.

which is differentiated from any datum of immediate sen¬
sation or perception, but makes use of these data as ve¬
hicles# as means of expression,”^

Herein lies the differ¬

ence between this original function of "natural” symbolism
and its Secondary1* productions in the various modes*
%e symbols encountered within these systems of symbolic
;

#

forms, unlike the original function# do not first have
"being” and then beyond this achieve a meaning! "their
being arises from their signification,”
^he,fluid sensory impressions assume form and duration
only as they are molded by symbolic action in on© modality
or another*

fhis is obvious from the fact that the pro¬

ducts of mythical or scientific activity in no way resem¬
ble the sensory material with %‘jhich they began, fhe human
.
"
*
spirit# by the function of natural symbolism# inherent in
the function of representation# as it develops the various
symbolic modes# detaches itself more and more from the sub¥

#

strata of sensation# and it so doing, it reveals its ori¬
ginal power of synthesis and unification,

2he chemical

formula# the mythical tale# and other creations in various
modes express finely articulated complexes of symbolic
relations, of which perception as such knows nothing*
We must not ask which takes precedence# the spiritual
*

or the sensory# because we are dealing "with the revelation
and manifestation of basic spiritual functions in the sen¬
sory material itself,”^®

Both traditional rationalism and

empiricism failed to develop this fundamental relation.
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Empiricism accepted the givenness of the particular but
did not recognise that such a concept must always * ex»
plicitly or implicitly make use of the defining functions
of some universal*

Nationalism embraced the universal but

failed to see the necessary role of the medium through
which it can be represented in consciousness*
Cassirer feels that only by beginning with an analysis
of consciousness which alone is truly immediate and by
” investigating its functions in the various areas of human
endeavor, can we overcome the difficulties of both traditional
Mv/schools* .
The illusion of an original division between
the intelligible and the sensuous, between
♦idea* and ^phenomenon*, vanishes* True, we
still remain in a world of images—-but these
are not images which reproduce a self-subsis,:tent world of*fchings;* they are image-worlds
whose principle and origin are to be sought
in an autonomous creation of the spirit* Through
them'alone we see what we call troalityg*- and
in them alone we possess its for the highest
Objective truth that is accessible to the spirit
is ultimately
the form of its own activity*®*
:
•#

A Hegelian note is struck in this and other passages,
and it poses an interesting problem regarding the relation
of Cassirer to the idealistic tradition on the one hand
and to the tradition of critical philosophy according to
Kant on the other*

But this musty be reserved for later

mention*
As Cassirer begins with the symbolic nature of con¬
sciousness and follows its ramifications in the various
cultural modes, he finds that
The more richly and energetically the human spirit
engages in its formative activity, the farther
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this activity seems to remove it from the
primal source of its own being* More and
more it appears to be imprisoned in its own
creations--in the words of language, in the
images of myth or art, in the intellectual
symbols of cognition, which cover it like a
delicg|e and transparent, but unbreacha&le
And critical philosophy cannot go behind that veil, that
is, it cannot go behind its own starting point, the sym¬
bolic nature of consciousness*

A philosophy bf culture

cannot attempt to penetrate back behind the symbolic funo-tions;-Jat the base of its objects of study to- an original
sphere of intuitive vision—a "paradise of pure immediacy*® '
Instead of talcing the road back, a philosophy of
culture must continue forward in its quest of understanding
and elucidation of the basic formative principle at work
ih the various modes of symbolic formation*
In the following pages I td.il try to follow the road
forward in ah attempt to indicate bo£h the extent to which
it is possible to elucidate the "basic formative principle
at work® in the various modes and the main aspects of
Gassirer,s approach to this problem in the realms of lan¬
guage, myth, science, and religion.
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CHAPTER

IX

Language

i/

Up to this point the process of symbolic formation has
been presented in a rather abstract scheme.

Symbolic forms

are modes in which the human spirit gives fora to reality.
Each symbolic form has a definite and important relation¬
ship to a sensuous substrate, the "unformed* reality which
the function of representation supplies to the spirit for
formation.

The process of representation is a sort of

"natural symbolism;"

through it bar© sensa are reconstitut¬

ed into meaningful materials suitable for entering into a
"world.” - Thus Cassirer underscores the necessity that a
symbolic relation holds for any context in which we " have”
a world.
Schematic presentation of the process of symbolic form¬
ation, though justified as an expository device, is contrary
in spirit to Cassirer’s .method of philosophical inquiry,
which pursues the unfolding activities of the human spirit
in all its diverse, concrete manifestations.

I shall now

illustrate Cassirer’s way of dealing with the concrete form¬
ative activities of the spirit in the special ease of lang¬
uage, which plays a central role in his philosophy.
{1}

The Importance of the Philosophy of
'"'Language for Cassirer

The central role of language depends upon its two
different though related aspects*

It is of course the most

common type of human symbolism and has a definite relation-

ship to the communication and analysis of other non-verbal
symbols.

In this aspect language is a "basic implement”

of the human spirit by which it gives form to reality and
finds employment,in all the other modes of symbolic act¬
ivity,

The second aspect is that language is itself a

symbolic form in the full, if not the fullest, sense of
the term.

This is to say that language embodies an original

formative power which develops linguistically, that is,
develops according to its

o\m

immanent law* this law being

rooted in and expressed by the fundamental relationship
between sensation and representation*

Language, we might

say, is for Cassirer the most fundamental of the symbolic
forms, dependent more directly on the basic elements of
sensation and representation for its expression than are,
say, mythical or scientific thought*

While in his "phen¬

omenology of culture" Cassirer insists that so far as we
can tell, the linguistic and the mythical modes of thought
develop side by side in mutual effective relationship, it
is possible, he further maintains, to distinguish the one
from the other in terms of their modality, that is, in
terms of the characteristic imprint they each give to
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reality*/ Professor W* M# Urban expresses this theme of
the central role of language in Cassirer* s philosophy in
Hegelian terms and 'illustrates well the reason for Cassirer* s
emphasis on languages
Tiiis theme, stated In Hegelian terms, — which
„ , „ are not foreign to Cassirer* a way of
thinking, — may be said to be * language as
the actuality of culture,*
*Language,* QlegelJ
tells us, *stands in a focal point of spirit-

ual being* in which rays, of entirely differing
origin units and from which lines run into all *
realms of tjfe spirit#* Of these various realms,
these ways in v&ich culture actualizes itself#
the theoretical or scientific form is that in
which knowledge chiefly manifests itself, and
it is with this language that philosophy is# if
not solely, yet chiefly concerned; but there
are other ways and other languages, and the
knowledge value of these become also a part of
the problem of a philosophy of language* Thus
the critique of language becomes, so he holds,,
the basis of the critique of knowledge * * * A
(2) ' Methodology in Linguistics
Cassirer*s idea of the proper methodology of an
approach to an understanding of language or any other
symbolic form is, of course, dictated by his general
dedication to the idea of form.

And his idea of form

has both an ideal and a sensuous aspect*

As Professor

Hentiel has said, for Cassirer# the spirit

n

ing ,to whatever is given to It*

^

is form giv¬

Any kind of human

mental activity has a material and a formal aspect, and
Cassirer’s insistence on the necessity for philosophical
inquiry to take a formal over a material point of view
contains a clue to both his methodological dilemma and
to its solution*

The very wealth of oftentimes contra¬

dictory empirical material in linguistics and mythology
presents a real difficulty to a position such as Cassir¬
er’s*

For, as he say<s, ®.It can neither disregard empir¬

ical particulars nor can it wholly submit to them and
still remain entire faithful to its own mission and
purpose.w

The only way out of this problem, and it is

the way of a,,,Kantian, was to ^formulate the questions
asked of linguistics (or mythology or other) with
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with systematic universality, but in each case to derive
the answers from actual empirical inquiry,R ?
Thus Cassirer proceeded, aiming at a universal system¬
atic idea of form which was to be elucidated as an imminent
principle within the various modes of cultural activity.
The idea of form remained uppermost in his mind.

In em¬

phasis of this, and as if to say that his presentation of
language as a symbolic form was a prolegomenon to any future
philosophy of language, he wrote:

•

i

It was necessary to seek as broad as possible a
view* and not only of one linguistic family,but
of different families widely divergent in their
logic and structure,
The linguistic literature
which 'it was necessary to-consult became so vast
that the goal I originally set myself feceeded
farther and farther into the distance and I
often doubted whether it lay within ray reach.
If I nevertheless continued, it is because, as
the diversity of linguistic phenomena opened up
before me, the particulars seemed more and more
to Case,light upon one another and to fit as
though of their own accord into a gene-re^,.,.pict¬
ure,
The following investigation is concerned
not only with the study of any .particular pheno¬
mena, but with the development and elucidation
of this general picture.
If the fundamental
epistemological idea by which it is oriented is
confirmed, and if the description and character¬
isation of the pure form of language, here
attempted,, proves sound, many particulars which
I have overlooked or misinterpreted will easily
be supplied or rectified in a future- treatment' of the subject, ^
. ,
If we speak in terms of presuppositions about method¬

ology, we might recall that Cassirer continually contrasts ;
-blem of Imowiedge'and1 / ' ■
two general approaches to the pro*, %
reality. One of these he characterised as the metaphysi¬
cal approach.

With reg|rd to language, we might say that

this approach assumes a reality known somehow independently
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of language and its form of development, and that it aims
at stripping off the "trappings" of language to reach a
hypothetical pure immediacy of experience*
Cassirer denies*

This approach

Cassirer presupposes, declaring this

assumption to fee finally more adequate, submitted to close
scrutiny, that experience never had this quality of pure
immediacy*

Sensation or intuition can never fee divorced

from its modal expression, that is, its formation fey con¬
sciousness*

;

As Professor Urban says on this point,

Instead of attempting to get back of the forms of
thought ^nd language to a hypothetical pure ex¬
perience^ Ipdssirer’s philbsoph^rj assumes that
experience is never pure inlthis sense and that
intuit!on and expr ession are inseparable*
It
therefore proposes not to deny but to complete
and perfect the principles of expression and
symbolism* It proceeds .upon the assumption
that the more richly and energetically the human
spirit builds its languages and symbolisms, the
nearer it comes, if hot to some hypothetical
original source of its being, certainly to its
ultimate meaning and reality* ?
Thus Cassirer^s methodology reflects his general phil¬

osophical orientation*

Neither the material nor the formal

view or approach may be ignored, but it is from the? formal
point of view that questions must be asked of the material*
In this sense, Cassirer says, "If we approach spiritual life
not as the static contemplation of being, but as functions
and energies of formation, we shall find certain common and
typical principles of formation, diverse and dissimilar as
the forms may be*tt 6
The final aim of such a methodology must be that of
the whole system of symbolic forms: the liberation of the
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human spirit into a realm, to use a metaphysical metaphor,
in which it can see its use of symbols for what it is,
whatever be the mode.

For Cassirer the highest form of

objective truth available for the human spirit is ulti¬
mately the form of its own activity.

In an approach to

this truth,
* * . the aim of philosophy is not to go behind all
these creations, but rather to understand and
elucidate their basic formative principle. It
is solely through awareness of this principle
that the content of life acquired its true form.
Then life is removed from the sphere of mere
given natural existence: it ceases to be a part
of this natural existence or a mere biological
process, but is transformed and fulfilled as a
fOCT of the.. * spirit* *■ 7^

"

(3)

Language as a Symbolic Form

An analysis of any of the symbolic forms mil reveal
as basic a tension between the sensuous encounter with the
t!

raw material” of experience and its formation by human

mentality, that is, its representation in a mode.

A full

understanding of symbolic formation depends not upon eff¬
acing this tension, bringing its poles into a mediate or
immediate identity, but in enhancing the tension.

Only by

such an approach do the specific achievement of symbolic
expression and the special content of the various modes of
symbolic formation become evident*

Cassirer says that this

content
cannot be revealed as long as we hold fast to the
belief that, we possess rrealtiy* as a given, selfsufficient being, as a totality whether of things
or of simple sensations, prior to all spiritual
formation.
If this were true, the forms would in¬
deed have no other purpose than mere reproduction,
and such reproduction would inevitably be inferior
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to the original* In truth* however, the meaning •
of each form cannot be sought in what it expresses*
but only in the manner and^modality, the innbr law :
of the expression itself* °
Cassirer*s analysis of language as a symbolic form is made
along these lines*

language must be observed in its empir¬

ical reality if we are to determine "the inner law of the
expression itself*"

As a symbolic form, language reveals

.

elements of consciousness and sensation in a relationship
such that not the identity of the two* or their separation,
is the dominant note? rather in language the union of spirit
ual content and sensuous expression is most readily apparent
Content and expression are mutually definitive— that is*
they do not have being prior to their interpenetration; the
signification they acquire is not an added factorj "it is,
this signification that constitutes their being*11 9
But we must not underemphasise the:importance of the
fundamental link between language and sensuous expression
or non-verbal expressive movement,

Cassirer devotes

H

whole chapter of the Philosophy of Symbolic Forms to this
aspect of linguistic development*

His consideration of the

importance of this aspect of language development can be
summarised in two points:
1, Language finds the fundamental types of ex¬
pressive movement to be basic to its origin
and development*
2. This sort of movement contains within it
elements of selectivity and emphasis, the
development of which result finally in
symbolic expression*
The study of sign language has revealed two types of ex¬
pressive movement which are genuine gestures, distinguish-
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ed from other sorts of physical motion*
dicative and imitative gestures*

These are in¬

The general view seems

to be that the indicative gesture is a.refinement of the
grasping movement common to both humans and animals.

The

indicative gesture, or "grasping at a distance," is spec¬
ifically human, as is the imitative gesture which is never
the mere reproduction of a given reality in its totality,
but involves the selection of a "pregnant motif" from the
natural context which produces an outline of its form.
In both of these gestures there is a definite link with
purely physical sensuous reaction, but there is also an
element of conscious selectivity which is indicative of
all progress in conceptual knowledge which "consists
precisely in surpassing this first sensory immediacy*”
(a)

Stages of Linguistic Development

Cassirer maintains that language can be shown to have
passed three stages in maturing to its specifically sym¬
bolical level.

These stages are designated as mimetic,

analogical, and symbolical•

When Cassirer first mentions

these levies,he maintains, in conformity with his ideas
of proper methodology, that he is setting up an abstract
schema, but a schema which will take on concrete content
when it is seen that it represents a functional law of
linguistic growth which has counterparts in other modes
of symbolic formation*

The concept of these three levels

is extremely important and will recur in discussions of
myth and science,\
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The process of symbolic formation goes on within the
various modes— myth, science, art, language, religion—
but not on the same level within these modes,

hot all

°symbolic forms" reach the "symbolical" state— the stage
upon which the symbolic nature of the symbols is realised
to be what it is.

Cassirer has insisted on the mutually

definitive relationship of expression and intuition, and
in his account of the three stagey,,he posits a progress¬
ion of language from the phase oi^ expressive movement on
to the symbolical stage.
The Mimetic Stage;

In this stage phonetic language

Seems to be imbedded the same sort of mimetic designation
as that which characterizes unsophisticated or natural
sign language*.. The. term "unsophisticated” refers to tlie
sign languages of "primitive" peoples in which there are
very few "conventional" signs while most. Consist in a 1
simple mimicry of natural phenomena* *

in the mimetic

stage there is a striving to reproduce the sensory im¬
pression as closely as possible.

Here there are very few

general designations for a certain natural phenomenon*
■bpt^there,1s an attempt to give.every nuance of the
phenomenon a phonetic nuance*

In

certain primitive..

' ,

languages, particularly those of the Ewe and American
* The sign language of the Cisteccdaar monks or the Meopolitan sign language' are examples of sophisticated or conven¬
tional sign languages in which "concept signs" predominate *
These were created for a purpose and are obviously not prim¬
itive forms but highly complex constructions greatly in¬
fluenced by the established spoken languages*
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Indian groups, this is particularly apparent* ** Por
example,
In Ewe and certain related languages* , there are
adverbs which describe only one activity, one
state or one attribute, and which consequently
can be combined only with one verb* Many verbs
possess a number of such qualifying adverbs per¬
taining to them alone, and most of them are
phonetic reproductions of sensory impressions*
In his Grammar of the Ewe language Westermann
counts no le ss’’t hairTthirty-tliree ’such
phonetic
images for the single verb Ho walk,f each de¬
signating a particular manner of walking? slouch¬
ing or sauntering, limping or dragging the feet,
shambling or waddling, energetic or weary* But *
this, as he adds, does not exhaust the number of
adverbs that qualify walking? for most of these
can occur in a doubled, usual, or diminutive
form, depending on whether the subject is big or
little,
Cassirer points out that this type of sound painting
falls into the background as language develops, but he
maintains that all languages, however advanced, preserve
numerous examples of it*

This is not, however, to eml"

brace an onomatopoeic theory of the origin of language*
It does'indicate that onomatopoeia represents a funda¬
mental function of language.

Cassirer emphasises this

point ?
,

.;y. ■ ■

• -■

’

'

•

'

even where the hope of arriving. In this way
to a true reconstruction'of the original language
has be*en abandoned, the principle of onomatopoeia
is recognized as a means of arriving indirectly at
an idea of the relatively oldest strata of lang,r : ;
**It is impossible to give here adequate consideration to
CassirerH detailed treatment of enormous amounts of empir¬
ical data* These products of linguistic research may^ of
Coursef be subject to other interpretations than that con¬
sidered here? the writer can only ask that a judgment on
Cassirer* s use of this data be made by reference to the
Philosophy of Symbolic Forms and Cassirer * s other works
and not by reference to the few instances in this thesis
where such data could be mentioned*
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uage formation* 43
The Analogical State:

As language in the mimetic

stage proceeds to copy in sound not ,just.a single sen¬
suous object or sense impression but a series in relation,
the analogical stage is reached*

Since there is no par¬

ticular sound which must necessarily stand for the re¬
lation as such, this sort of context is communicated by
a formal analogy between phonetic sequence and sequence
of contents designated.

Hits coordination of two series,

"phonetic0 and "physical," of entirely dlfferent content
is what Cassirer means by analogy. 44

The transition

from mimetic to analogical is particularly apparent in
languages like the Siamese, Sudanese, and those of the
Ural-Altaic family which make use of tonal gradations to
differentiate word meanings and grammatical relations* It
is further seen in the linguistic phenomenon of redupli¬
cation in which specific meanings and relations are in¬
dicated by doubling certain sounds or syllables, 45

The

point to make here is that we ^are above the mere copying
of the mimetic stage, but the function of signification
is still inextricably bound up with the sensuous sound.
In the analogical stage relations are signified in a
"tiling- context" - - as objective events or substances*
*

In the symbolical stage, relations are symbolised as
relations,
'The Symbolical Stage;

Professor Urban summarises

Cassirer’s account of the progression of language;

There seems to be little question of the insepar¬
ability of intuition and expression * . , that
language is present from the beginning (in) the
perceptual world* There seems to be just a little
question that language develops from copy to ana¬
logy and from analogy to symbol} that the function
of language is not to copy reality but to symbolize
it} and that, more and more, the symbolization of
things gives place to the symbolization of re¬
lations* 16
2he symbolization of relations is characteristic of this
third stage*

It means that relations are seen to bewhdt

they are*-- largely of a conceptual nature} it means that
symbolsflare not mistaken for a "nan-symbolic" reality
apart,

It seems somewhat strange to say that this stage .

is not available to all of the symbolic forms*
for example, available to myth*

It is not,

Mythical consciousness

ddes display its modality in symbolic formation; it does
develop according to

n

its own immanent law,** but once

this.consciousness sees the symbolic nature of its ele¬
ments, it moves out of the mythical sphere andinto the
religious*

This stage is available to language, to art*

to religion (in the philosophical, not theological sense),
especially to science* but not to myth.

In this vein of

thought, Urban writes,
Science, so Cassirer maintains * « * differs from
the other stages of spiritual life not in the
fact that it gives us the truth itself without
any meditation through signs and symbols, but
rather that science recognizes that the symbols
which it uses are symbols and realises this
fact in a way in which the others do not*
language, like other symbolic forms, casts its imprint
on intuition and conception*

The "forms” of intuition,

that is, the "basic intuitions" of space, time, and
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number, are particularly revealing of the special im¬
prints cast by the various modes*

Regarding language,

Cassirer*s study reveals how language in all three stages,
(mimetic, analogical, and symbolical;) puts its character¬
istic form on Intuition and conception.

*’Characteristic

form’1 here refers to the special kind of tension between
sense and sensuous as it is expressed in language and
through its. function— the forming of impressionsintp
representations*
(b)

, p-

Space. Yime and Ku^er^ in the linguistic

The various modes of symbolic forms do not of course
stand totally apart from one another.
elements of myth and art*

Religion contains

Science is affected at least

indirectly by the others, and language, by its nature and
function, affects and reflects the development of all of
them.

For this reason, language sees as a symbolic form

will not display as distinctive or impressive a mode of
symbolic formation as will, say, myth*

language moves

freely through the various modes? its function is essen¬
tially logical within each of the modai frameworks*

An

examination of this function (the forming of impressions
into representations) reveals the special modal aspects
of language.

Such an examination has been undertaken to

some extent in the previous discussion of representation*
Yet, it is possible to make this function more explicit
by reference to space, time, and number as mentioned
above*

Cassirer proposes that
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It is in the f intuitive forms* that the type and
direction of the spiritual synthesis effected in
language are primarily revealed, and it is only
through the medium of tie se forms, through the
intuitions of space, time, and number that langguage can perform its essentially logical operations
the forming of impressions into representations*
In Cassirer*s discussion of these intuitive forms the
essential characteristics of language are seen*

The re¬

lationship of sense and sensuous takes the form of an in¬
terpenetration of sensuous expression in language*

The

development of language through the three stages reflects
*

a change in dominant elements— a shift from the dominance
of sensuous to the dominance of spiritual elements, a
shift,'which reveals, in Cassirer* s terms, a "spiritual
process of liberation from the sensuous,” ^9
■

Space;

intuition*

Space is for Cassirer, as. for lant, a form of
Spatial representation reveals most fully on

all levels the interpenetration of sensuous and spiritual
expression in language*

A study of primitive "undeveloped"

language reveals the movement "outward from the center" of
which the shift in dominance is a primary characteristic*
Cassirer draws on a host of studies of primitive lang¬
uages to point out that in such languages the human body
is the primary substantial referent of spatial designstions*

Abstract spatial designations like "in," "on/"

and "in front of," are represented by the same symbols

* The special quality of tbs se "intuitive forms" in the
mode of language will be readily apparent when it is con¬
trasted to the quality they acquire in the mythical mode*
Such considerations are the topic of the following
chapter*
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which apply to parts of the body:
Where the more highly developed languages tend
to use prepositions for the expression of
spatial relations, the languages of primitive
peoples use almost exclusively nouns, which
are themselves either names for parts of the
body or clearly derived from such names.
According to Steinthal, the Handigan languages
express our prepositional concepts in *a very
material way*: *behind* is expressed by in¬
dependent substantive meaning *back* or *rear*
end,* *in front of* by a word meaning Teye,*
while *on* is designated by ‘neck* and *in* by
♦belly, * etc.
In other African languages and
in the South Hea languages, such words as *faee*
and *back,f *head* and *raouth,* *1010,* and
*hip* perform the same function. And if at
first sight this seems a peculiarly *primitive*
mode of designation, we find that it lias its
exact analogy and counterpart in far more
advanced stages of language formation* 20
Cassirer maintains that regardless of the "advanced"
stage of the language, there is an obvious sensuous
origin of symbols of spatial designation which are used
also in non-spatial senses designating pure relation*
*

11

Terms !#®te*"above all,
examples of this*

"besides,” "over against" are

That is to say, language uses such

terras in two ways, If We say, "The cloud is above the
mountain," this is a purely spatial designation*

But if

we say, "This above all, to tSfecnm self * . * -,.** a spatial designation is used to indicate a non-spatial, ab¬
stract relationship of priority*

The distinctions between

these two uses is important since it reveals in the latter
the essential role of spatial representation in languages:
the provision of a schema to language by which intellect¬
ual representations of abstract relations are possible*
The term "schema" is used here in Kant*s seme,

Por Kant,
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the schema was a third term, through the mediation of
which pure concepts of the understanding could be applied
to sensory intuitions.

For Cassirer, there is a schema

in language, and this schema is the intuition of space
which results in the representation of spatial design¬
ations or symbols by means of which pure abstract rela¬
tions are accessible to language*

that is,

Language possesses such: a, ’schema?— to vshich
it must refer all intellectual representations
before they can be sensuously apprehended and
represented— in its terms for spatial contents
and relations.
It would seen as though logical
and ideal relations became accessible to the
linguistic consciousness only when projected
into space and there analogically Reproduced*1
The relations of * together,* *side by side,*
♦separate* provide it with a means of represent**
ing the most diverse qualitative relations, de¬
pendencies, andoppositions* 21
Time;

In Cassirer’s discussion of the intuitive form

of timbl in the mode of language there is seen a parallel
development to that of spatial intuition as it developed
from sensuous to £p iritual expression, from feeling to
concept, from designation in purely material terms to
designation in termsoof pure relation*

Yet the design¬

ation of temporal relations presents language with more
complex problems than did the spatial*

Spatial elements

of ’’here” and ’there” can be simply and immediately intui*

ted simultaneously in a unity, but factors like "now,"
’’earlier,0 aid ’’later” are characterised as temporal pre¬
cisely because they cannot be given to consciousness
simultaneously*

Elements of time exist as such only be¬

cause consciousness ’’runs through” them*

This ’’running
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through" is a necessary factor of temporal representation
and forms a basic part of the characteristic form of time
itself*

For this reason

* • the whole fact of the representation of time
is never contained in immediate intuitions diff¬
erentiation and combi ration, analytical and syn¬
thetic thought, consequently play a larger part
than in spatial representation* 22
The concept of succession lias then a "far higher level of
ideality” than the concept of locality does*.

Mo more than

in spatial representation did language ail at once reach
the abstract level of temporal relation*

There is a pro¬

cess through which language moves from a starting point of
material or sensuous temporal designations to an abstract
level*

In primitive languages, temporal designation is

linked markedly to spatial d esignations (which are re¬
ferred directly, as was seen earlier, to the human body}*
Even in advanced languages, some temporal and spatial
terms are used interchangeablys we say that it is "nearer”
nine or clock than ten and that quitting time is almost ,
"here*”

Similarly, the Sudanese phrase for "I am no® in

the process of going,” translates to reads”! an the belly
of going.” ^3

In such languages where the temporal is

boundlty the material, the distinctive character of the
form of time— an irreversible succession of ©vents—
cannot be manifested*

In such primitive languages in which

consciousness intuits temporal relations through spatial
analogies, the only essential temporal differ©nc e that is
grasped is one between a now and a not-now*

But the ”not-
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now” can mean with equal ease past or future* 24

jn

other languages, slightly advanced over those just ref¬
erred to'!', which do distinguish more sorts of temporal
relations than now and not-now, evidence of their root
in material designations is that the temporal relations
are expressed by modifications not only in verb form
but also in noun endings* 25
In general ' Cassirer distinguishes three stages in the
development of time from a feeling to a concept, and they
form counterparts to his previous distinctionof the mimetic,
analogical, and symbolical stages of symbolic representa¬
tion!
* • the development from the feeling to the-con¬
cept of time reveals three different stages,
which are also of crucial importance for the
linguistic reflection of the consciousness of
time* At the first stage the consciousness id
dominated by the opposition of fnow* and 1 notnow*, which lias undergone no further different¬
iations; at the second, certain temporal *forms*
— completed and incompleted, continued and
momentary action-*- begin to be distinguished so
that a definite distinction of temporal modes
is developed; the final stage is characterised
by the pure concept of time as an abstract
concept*of order, and the various stages of
time stana"'outin.their contrast and interdetermination. 96
Examples of the first two stages have been given above*
Hie last stage characterises the more fully developed lin¬
guistic consciousness*

In this state, which finds its

highest expression in the consciousness of scientific
cognition, abundant gradations of time are encompassed in
a unitary temporal order and are comprehended as such*
is at this point that temporal designation become s free

It
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from substantial and qualitative attributes and is seen
in its abstract relationality,

Time for Cassirer is

apprehended by being pieced together from "distinct mom¬
ents, n but this is possibly only be cats © a unified rep¬
resentation of the form of time is presort- a priori to the
consd ousaess#

The intellectual representation of time

takes the form farthest removed from material sensuous de¬
signation of temporality in the linguistic reflection of
the measurement of #|rtain quantities of time.

Such an

activity carries over into the development of the concept
of number*
Lumbers

In-considering the linguistic reflection of

the progression from the idea of space to that of time,
and from these two to that of number, it can be observed
that the sensuous element, reflected in material design¬
ations and tangible forms, gives way more and more to
designation by intellectual principles.

The fully develop¬

ed concept of number as a designation of pure relations
transcends the mode of 'language as a symbolic form and in¬
heres in the mode of science.

However, the numbers of pure

mathematics have as an indispensible prerequisite the
numerical signs- created by language#

According to.-. Cassirer,

only the formation of number as a verbal sign by language
opens the road to an understanding of the purely concept¬
ual nature of the numbers of pure mathematics:
Thus the numerical signs created by language re¬
present the indispensable prerequisite for the
’numbers* of pure mathematicsi andyetj,. between
linguistic and purely intellectual s^jbols there
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remains an inevitable tension and an opposition
that can never be fully reconciled, 27
This tension always remains in the linguistic re¬
flection of number because of the dual nature (sensuous
and spiritual) of language itself*

But in the linguistic

development of number, the germ of this higher develop¬
ment of pure relation is always present.

’’Although lan¬

guage of itself cannot fill out the intellectual circle
in which the concept of number lies, it can circumscribe
it in all its scope and thus mediately prepare the way
for a definition of its content and limits,” 26
The linguistic development of number follows the
pattern noted with regard to space and time: it begins
with an interpenetration of number and sensuous intuition
of ’’material objects,” taking as a primary point of re¬
ference the human body and thence

rf

extending over the

whole of the sensuous intuitive world,”

Prom his study

of number in priraitive language, Cassirer maintains that
numerical concepts are first mimetic hand concepts or
other body concepts before they can become verbal con¬
cepts,

The counting gesture is an integral and necessary

part of numerical designation in primitive language and
not a mere accompaniment to an independent mental process
of numerical designation.

There can be various orders or

series of bodily reference* but counting in such language
is impossible without this reference and without a special
order or series of bodily references,

Gn first glance it

is difficult to see a relationship between the numerical

5?
systems of pure mathematics and those of primitive lang¬
uages *

The element by which they are related is the spec¬

ial order of referents, although totally sensuous, in which
numerical elements are designated*

In such primitive count¬

ing, one part of the body does not follow another arbitrar¬
ily? they follow in a fixed order*

This provides a schema

of sorts, although conventional and passive, by which ob¬
jects are designated not according to what they are, but
according to an externally imposed orders
In apprehending material objects not only accordto tv*hat they individually and immediately are,
but according to the manner in which are are
ordered, the spirit begins to advance from the
concretion of objects to the concretion of acts:
and through tie se acts, the acts of combination
and differentiation which it performs, it will
ultimately arrive at the new ’intellectual*
principle of number,
Sven in primitive linguistic expression, the idea of
number is bound up with the ether basic forms of intuition:
the intuition of space and time.

Objects in space are de¬

signated te re numerically by an order of progression in
time.

Thus Cassirer maintains that in primitive language

there is a reflection of a truth of epistemological ana¬
lysis: that "the two forms ;; (space and

time) must work to¬

gether in order to produce thee ssential content of the
concept of number:"
The concrete idea of number, as expressed in
language* makes use of both achievements (spat¬
ial and temporal intuition), that of the spatial
and that of the temporal consciousness, and
through them develops two different factors of
number.
Through the differential!' on of s^tial
objects, language arrives at its concept ox
collective multiplicity— through the different-
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iation of temporal acts* it arrives atU its express¬
ion of particularity and separation. 3
There seems to be a definite ambiguity in Cassirer’s
treatment of language as a symbolic form*

At one point

he denotes the mimetic, analogical, and symbolical stages
through which languages passes as it reaches expression
in the more fully developed linguistic consciousness*
At another, with respect to number, he holds that lang¬
uage cannot finally reach the stage of pure relation but
can only point the way#

There seems to be a point at

which language as a symbolic form stops and the symbolic
form science takes over.

It seems that the point of*this

transition is the point of difficulty, and it is one that
inheres in the dual aspect of language#

Certainly, if any

of the "symbolic forms” display an "original formative
power,"llanguage does.

But it is also a "basic implement”

by which form is given to reality in all the various modes*
An attempt to resolve this, ambiguity would,. I believe,have
to be ,msde along these lines i We. must keep in mind
Cassirer’s ,v:fe w of language as a tension between sensuous
and spiritual expression*

Language never copies a.'.ready¬

made, self-existent reality, nor does it merely reproduce
externally certain supposedly internal subjective re¬
lations.

We must not expect language to go beyond its

functional nature— to transcend this tension*

Whether

science does, as Urban questions, is another question*
Language is a basic kind of symbolic formation which re¬
flects the fundamental function of human cognition: the
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"natural symbolism" of the process of representation*

In

viewing language as a symbolic form we must maintain em¬
phatically a formal point of view*

Language moves freely

through the. various modes, but this movement must not ob¬
scure the basic form of language which is essentially the
form of the function of representation itself*
In one of his last works, Hie Myth of the State,
Cassirer wrote;
In all human activities anch in all forms of
human culture we find a * unity in the mani¬
fold** Art gives us a unity of intuitionj
science gives us a unity of thought; religion
and myth give us a unity of feeling. Art
opens to us the universe of *livi»g forms*;
science shows us a universe of laws and prin¬
ciples; religion and myth begin with the ;
awareness of the universality and the funda¬
mental identity of life* 31
The question arises: "What does language give us?" Cer¬
tainly the linguistic mode is not as distinct from myth
and science as these two are from each other, but lang¬
uage is said to be a symbolic form*

One cannot help

wondering- why language was left out of .this, list*

%

guess would be not that language was no longer held to
be a symbolic form, but that as a symbolic form— a mode
of, symbolic formation —the .specific form of .language; is
extremely general, that it corresponds, as noted above,
to the form of the function of representation, and that
it is active in all modes and takes on their special
colorations*

**
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CHAPTER 111
mth
The world of myth is a dramatic world— a world
of actions, of forces, of conflicting powers*
In every phenomenon of nature it (the mythical
consciousness) sees the collision of tbs se
powers. Mythical perception is always impreg¬
nated with these ©actional qualities. Whatever
is seen or felt is surrounded by a specialatmosphere— an atmosphere of joy or grief, of
anguish, of excitement, of exultation or de¬
pression, ■ * * , All objects are benignant or
malignant, friendly or inimical, familiar or
uncanny, alluring and fascinating or repellent
and threatening
*

If
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The real substratum of myth is not a substratum
of thought but one of feeling, • , , Its view
of life is a synthetic, not an analytical one, ,
« , There is no specific difference between the
various realms of live, , , , To mythical and
religious feeling nature becomes one great
society, the society of life, Man is not en¬
dowed -with outstanding rank in this society* ,
• , Men and animals, animals and-plants are
all on the same level.
Thus Cassirer described the iirorld view of the myth¬
ical consciousness in An. Essay on Man, 1

This descrip¬

tion, while consistent with his overall view of myth, is
indicative of the tone and limitations of this summary
work which Cassirer felt was just this and asked that his
readers refer to the Philosophy of Symbolic Forms for his
systematic presentation.
This chapter will attempt to estimate the underlying
rationale of t 1B systematic account, in which Cassirer
displays mytfels independent mode of configuration, sub¬
ject in its development to its own ordering factors.
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{1} We shall examine Cassirer’s critique of myth¬
ology, which asks how we are to understand myth
and from what standpoint we c an best discover the
rationale of the mythical consciousness,
(2)
It
is also essential to make quite unmistakable the
the distinctiveie ss of the mythical mode of sym¬
bolic formation, by contrast with.the scientific
mode.
(3) Finally, we shall illustrate Cassirer^
interpretation in its application to the intuitive
forms of space, time, and number in the mythical
consciousness*
{1)

The Critique of Mythology

The late nineteenth and twentieth centuries witness¬
ed a strongly accelerated activity in the collection of
empirical data regarding mythology and primitive culture*
Cassirer points out . that whemfchelling i«irote his Philosonhle der %vthologie, be depended primarily

on

Grouser’s

Syrabolick und Hythologie der alteh Volker (1$20~23), which
.

,

.

'}

i

was chiefly concerned with the. history and theory of myth¬
ological gods,

In the early nineteenth century, all myth¬

ology was. essentially bound up with this restricted view
of the field* ^

In the time under cons ideration, however,

the view has become broader.

There has bean an abundance

of empirical studies by psychologist%

etnologists, anthro¬

pologists, sociologists, and philosophers*

Argument about

the accuracy of empirical material has largely died down
to a scholarly buss, but the various theories of myth still
do clamorous battle,

Cassirer felt that it ms at this

point of controversy that a philosophical theory of myth
had to begin*
Conflicting theories bring different presuppositions
to and ask different questions' of the empirical data.

As

ms his usual procedure, Cassirer shaped his own view on
a survey of the seriously defended theories about myth*
According to Cassirer, there have been several major
attempts to understand myth*

The purely empirical in¬

vestigators felt that certain basie trends in mythology
could be revealed by studying the major objects of myth.
The basic premise of such investigations was that all
the seemingly arbitrary fantasies of myth could be re¬
ferred to some natural phenomenon or event and that this
was the only way to channeling research on these fant¬
asies into strictly objective channels,

from such in¬

vestigations came storm and tempest theories of myth,
astral theories, and more particularly, sun, moon, and
planet theories of myth*

As each of these strove to

assert itself as the sole means of explaining myth, it
became increasingly evident that a unified objective
explanation of myth wouldnotbeporthcoming from such
theories which iirere based on associati on between the
mythical conscious® ss and certain s>heres of empirical
objects*
There were also in this period, late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, interpreters of myth
who, while, embracing the new scienceof empirical anth¬
ropology, brought certain presuppositions about man to
their studies and attempted to provide a rationale to
myth in their terms.

Sir Edward Tylor*s Primitive

Culture (late nineteenth) and Sir James Frazer1s The
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Golden Bough (early twentieth century) both wrote In a
tradition, which had deep philosophical and religious roots
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries-- a tradition
which made them hesitate to assert any significant diff¬
erence between primitive and civilised mentality.

They

held that the primary expression of primitive mentality—
myth—* was not essentially different from the expressions
of civilised man*

Fraser insisted that myth could not be

understood as long as it was regarded as an Isolated pro¬
vince of human thought, apart from scientific, asethetic,
or religious thought.

Tylor denied any qualitative diff¬

erence between the crudest fora of animism and the most
sophisticated philosophical or theological systems, any
such difference being only a matter of degree. 3
■ were also dissenters to this tradition.

There

Lucien Levy-Bruhl

in Les fonctions mentales dans lea societies inferieures
held that it is Impossible to find a common ground
between the mythological consciousness and that of civil¬
ised man.

For Levy-ii%hl the primitive mind was pre-

logical or mystic.

He held that the world of myth was

impermeable and unaccessible to civilised forms of
thought and experience.

These positions form the ex¬

tremes, both of which can be shown, according to Cassirer,
to be unsatisfactory*

The theories of Fraser and Tylor

overintellectualise myth:
It is obvious that in this description mythical .
thought has?lost one of its principal character¬
istics.
It is thoroughly intellecfcualisad.
If
we accept its premises, we must accept all its
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conclusion! for these conclusions follow^tn a
completely natural and, indeed, inevitable \«ay
from the original data* By virtue of this con¬
ception myth becomes, as it were, a chain of
syllogisms which follow all the well:.khownv...
syllogistic rules* 'What is entirely lost but
of sight in (these) theories is the ’irrational*
element in myth— the emotional background in
which it originates and with which it stands or
falls* *
s-

But Levy-Bruhl’s theory fails in an opposite direction:
If this theory were right, any analysis of
mythical thought would become impossible*
For what is such an analysis but an attempt
to understand myth-- that is to say, to re¬
duce it to some other known psychological
facts or logical principles? If these facts
or principles are missing; if there is no
point of contact between our own mind and
the pre-logical or mystic mind, then we have
to give up all hopes of finding an approach
to the mythical world. This world would for¬
ever remain to us a sealed book* 5
Cassirer holds a middle ground between the se extremes*
Mythical thinking may seem strange and paradoxical, but it
A--,

AA

does have a logical structure*

^et, "the primitive man is

no discursive thinker or dialectician*" represents
a first attempt to come to terras with reality:
The results of these first attempts to analyse
and systematise the world . of sense-experience
are'far-different from ours* But the process¬
es themselves are very similar; they express
the same deaipe %£ human nature to come to ,—^ \
terms %d.th reality* * * • and to overcome the
chaotic state in" which things and thoughts have ^
not yet assumed a definite shape and structure*
Other theories have explained the origin and develop¬
ment of myth in terms of the nature of language*

These

theories hold that myth originated in the general and
therefore ambiguous terms contained in language*

Tiiis was

••

the position of F* Max Muller, a comparative mythologist
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of the late nineteenth century.

It was accepted by Herbert

Sjbencer, who endorsed the view, according to Cassirer, that
since human speech is metaphorical in Its very essence, the
primitive mentality takes the metaphor for the real, and
thus the world pf
errors* 8

.mfih

is built up on a basis of linguistic

Cassirer cannot agrees

The, grave objections to which such @ theory is
liable are obvious, Myth is one of the oldest
and greatest powers in human civilisation.
It
is closely connected with all other human'act¬
ivities— it is inseparable from language,
poetry, art, and from early historical thought.
Even science had to pass through a mythical age
before it Could reach its logical ages alchemy
preceded^chemistry, astrology preceded astronomy*
If Max-Muller’s and Herbert Spencer’s theories
were right we should have to conclude that, after
all, the history of human civilisation was due to
a simple misunderstanding, to a misinterpretation
of words and terms.
It is not a very satisfactory
and plausible hypothesis to think of human culture
as the product of a mere illusion— as a juggling
with words and a childish play with names# “
The theories of myth so far considered have a common
feature: they all presuppose./that myth is primarily a
' mass of ideas, that the primitive mythical consciousness
expresses purely theoretical beliefs and judgements about
objects and events.
error#

This, according to Cassirer, is an

More often than not, mythical expressions about

"objects’1 conflict with sens© experience, yet men cling
desperately to the mythical view.

In this Cassirer sees

the seed of an answer to the problem.

The answer is that

myth is not an abstract, cognitive, analytical approach
*"—)

to reality, but an emotional, formation of it* _J
Aside from these "scientific” theories of myth which
brought to the study full blown concepts of man and

l
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cognition and read them into mythology* there have been
philosophical theories - which,.. though burdened with phil¬
osophical or metaphysical presuppositions, attempted to
get inside myth, and see it as an independent configura¬
tion of man’s consciousness*

Theories which try to

approach the problem in this my are usually given the
philosophical label of "idealism”.

Cassirer feels that

one of these, that of F. ¥, Sehelling, was among the first
to ask the right questions about myth.

This philosophy of

absolute idealism depended on the theory of conception
created by Kant’s critical philosophy*

Sehelling, says

Cassirer, seess mythical figures as autonomous configuretions of the human spirit which can only be understood from
within by knowing the way in which they take on meaning
and form*

For Sehelling, true philosophical speculation

aims not at analytically dismembering the life of the
spirit, but at synthetically understanding it*

This is

achieved partly by striving back toward the ultimate
positive basis of the spirit and of life itself:
Aid myth must be taken as such a positive basis.
The philosophical understanding of myth begins
with the insight that it does not move in a
purely invented or made-up world but has itw
own mod© of necessity and therefore, in accord¬
ance with the’"idealist concept of the object,
its ovm mode of reality* 1°
In Sehelling*s system of absolute idealism, the movement
and development of mythical figures in human conscious<

ness is paralleled by a corresponding development in the
absolute, and the development in human consciousness is
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not a series of arbitrary fictions#

Mythology for Schelling

had no objective existence apart frost consciousness, but,
even though the mythological process consists
solely in determinations of consciousness-- that
is, in ideas— this process, this succession of
of representations cannot have been me rely .re¬
presented as such but must really have taken
place, must really have occurred ir; conscious¬
ness*
ifythology was here seen to b© something which was discovered
and not invented: >
No one" who understands what its mythology
means to a people, what inner power it poss¬
esses over that people and what reality is
manifested therein, will say that mythology,
anymore than language was invented by in¬
dividuals* . ♦ , mythology is not merely a
successive aeries of mythological represen¬
tations: the successive polytheism which is
its empirical content can be explained only if
we assume that the humal consciousness act¬
ually lingered successively on every moment of
it, *The gods which followed upon one another
really seised successively upon the hyraan conscSausness, Mythology as a history of gods
could only be produced ini ifej it had to be
experienced and lived, *33.
life for Schelling was neither merely subjective nor merely
objective, but was on the borderline between the two.

By

reference to the corresponding development in the absolute,
the movements of human consciousness were capable of some
truth.

Thus myth in its development was held to be a theo-

gonic process.

From an original undifferentiated feeling

of the unity of all nature, through the polytheistic stage,
and on to the monotheistic stage, mythological thought re¬
flects the process by which God himself becomes, by creating
himself in stages as a true God,

Cassirer quotes Schelling
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at this points
It is not with things that man has to do in the
mythological process, it is powers arising within
: consciousness itself that movehim. The theogenic process by which mythology arises is a sub¬
jective one insofar as it takes'place in con¬
sciousness and manifests itself by the production
of representations: but the causes and therefore
the objects of these representations are the truly
end .essentially theogonic powers, those powers "by
yirtue "o!f’ which consciousness originally postu¬
lates God* i**

Thus for Schelling, Cassirer says, that "Myth is the odysseyy of the pure consciousness of God, whose unfolding is
determined and mediated in equal measure by our conscious¬
ness of nature and the world by our consciousness of I." 13
Cassirer of course rejects the metaphysical assertions
of Schelling’s absolute idealism.

And he not alone in this.

Others have rejected it ©yen more radically, although not on
Cassirer’s terms.

After the period of speculative German

Idealism, after Kant had limited transcendental (not trans¬
cendent) philosophy to dealing with consciousness under the
conditions in which experience was possible, inquiry into
mythology emphasised the study of the "natural" causes of
the genesis of myth instead of its ultimate and absolute
foundations: the methodology of metaphysics was replaced
by the methodology of ethnic psychology*

In this per¬

spective
It was not taken for granted that the mythical
world was merely an aggregate of ’represent¬
ations *; and it was held that these represent¬
ations could be explained by the general rules
governing all production of representations,
namely the elementary laws of association and
reproduction. Here myth appeared in ah entirely
different sense, as a {natural form’ of the
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human spirit which could be understood simply
by the methods of empirical natural science
and empirical psychology, 1^
Cassirer has outlined two different approaches to
mythology: the one rationalistic and idealistic; the
other, empirical and realistic.

The well-worn pedagogical

device of schematizing Kant as midway between traditional
rationalism and traditional empiricism is brought to mind
as Cassirer asks:
And yet, can we not conceive of a third approach
to the mythological 'form* which neither seeks
to explain the mythical world through the essence
of the absolute noromerely reduces it to a play
of empirical-psychological forces? If this
approach agrees with both Schelling and the psy¬
chologists in seeking the sub ,jec turn agens of
mythology solely in the human consciousness,
roes this compel us to accept either the empir¬
ical-psychological or the metaphysical concept
of consciousness? 15
The answer is negative*

y

Cassirer holds that the critical

analysis of the philosophy of symbolic forms stands be¬
tween metaphysical deduction and psychological induction,
both of which, he says, presuppose the unity of the human
spirit as a pre-existing and self-evident datum*

The

former grounds it in a relation to the absolute; the
latter, in certain supposedly universal psychological
functions of association send ire product ion of ideas.
Cassirer such a unity cannot be presupposed,

For

A critical

view of mythology must start from the function itself,
seen from a formal and not a material point of view, as
it is expressed in.the concrete manifestations of myth¬
ology and religion*

If in the study of the function

there is found a relatively constant inner form which is

y
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observable in the various modal contexts, we should not
infer the substantial unity of the humal spirit from this,
but should take the constancy of inner form to mean that
if there is to foe a unity at all, it is expressed by this
constancyi
In a critical approach we cannot conclude the
unity of the function from a pre-existing or
presupposed unity of the metaphysical or psy¬
chological -substrate; we must start from the
function as such, If, despite differences in
particular factors, we find in the function a
relatively constant inner form, we shall not
from this form go back to infer the substantial
unity of the human spirit; on the contrary, tte
Constance of the inner form seems to constitute
this unity* Unity, in other words, appears not
as the foundation but as another expression of
this same extermination of form, which it must
be possible to apprehend as purely immanent,
in its immanent significance, without inquir¬
ing into its foundations, whether transcendent
or empirical, J*°
Thus seeking the form of tte mythical consciousness means
inquiry into the spiritual principle by which all the
particular, empirically diverse manifestations appear to
be governed*
(2)

The Mature of the Mythical Consciousness
as Contrasted with the Scientific

M, F. Ashley Montague makes the point that "Cassirer’s
approach to mythology is that of the neo-Kantian phenomenogist: he is not interested in mythology as such, but in
the processes of consciousness which lead to the creation
of myths.”

This is borne out by Cassirer as he in¬

dicates in the foreword to the first volume of the Philo¬
sophy of Symbolic Forms that his primary interest was not
in mythical thought but in the structure of logical and
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scientific consciousness as he expressed it in his work
Substance and Function.

Cassirer tells us that he found

a limitation in the structure of the scientific conscious¬
ness when he attempted to apply, his findings in this field
to the problems of the cultural sciences;
, , » , it gradually became clear to me that
general epistemology, with its traditional form
and limitations, does not provide an adequate method¬
ological basis for the cultural sciences. It seemed
to me that before this inadequacy could be made
good, the whole program of epistemology would have
to be broadened. Instead, of investigating only
the general premises of scientific cognition of
the world, it would also have to differentiate
the various
fundamental forms of man* s *under1
standing ' of the world and apprehend each one
of them as sharply as possible in its specific
direction and characteristic spiritual form.
Only when such a ’morphology* of the human spirit
was established, at least in general outline, could
•we hope to arrive at a clearer and more reliable
methodological approach to the individual cultural
sciences*
One of the most ample fields in which such a morph¬
ology could be developed was seen to be that of myth, and
in view of Cassirer*© broadened outlook away from science
alone and into other areas of cultural endeavor, it seems
quite appropriate that a study of the mythical conscious
ness be made in>terms of a co ntrast with the scientific
consciousness.
Regardless of the model system within which an
’'object is encountered, the object is not given to con¬
sciousness in a naked

w

as~suchness*

0

The relationship

of representation-function to object presupposes an in¬
dependent spontaneous act of conscious^ ss*

The object d

does not exist as object prior to and apart from the syn-

t/
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thetic unity of the mode in which it is known* Cassirer
says that any object, whether it be of the mythical, aes¬
thetic, or scientific mode, is ”no fixed form that im¬
prints itself on consciousness but is the product of a
formative operation effected by the basic instrument¬
ality of consciousness, by intuition and pure thought.” ^
This is the critical idealism of Kant— the ”Copernican revolution” which the philosophy of symbolic forms
strives to broaden to account for the various forms of
cultural endeavor*

Ip doing so it starts from the assumpt¬

ion that categories similar in function and form to those
of pure scientific cognition must be a t work wherever a
characteristic and typical world view, such as those of
art, myth, religion, and science, takes form out of the
chaos of impressions*
It is in the development of science that this process
of symbolic formation reaches its highest dggree of
exactitude and clarity.

Science has for its basic material

the content of sensory impressions; ”The content of
physics,” says Cassirer, ”* « * is constituted * * by the
phenomena in the form in which they are immediately acces¬
sible: to us* Golors and tones, Knell and taste sensations,
sensuous muscle feelings and perceptions of pressure and
contact are the only material out of which the world of
the physicist is constructed*” 20 This is the ”substance”
with which science deals, but this reception of sensory
impressions is not science; it becomes so only in terms .
of the function of human mentality into which it is in-
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tegrated and by which it is given relation and object¬
ivity* ' This is done by the function of representation
operating in a special (scientific) -w&f:
The transition from the world of immediate
sensory impression to the mediated world if
intuitive* * ♦representation** depends on
the fact that in the fleeting series of in¬
different impressions the constant relations
in which they recur must gradually assume an
independent character by which they are,diff¬
erentiated-Afrom the perceptual flux of sensory
contents*
In the encounter with an empirical object or occurrence,
naive uncritical thinking speaks c andidly of things and
attributes, but the critical approach in the scientific
mode follows this encounter back fe> its source and re¬
duces it to the certainty of these ”constant relations,1'
particularly relational measure and number*

Thus in the

mode of science, objectivity is reached by a necessary
act of evaluation which accompanies every apprehension
of empirical realityt

”The particular sense i >pression

is not simply taken for what it is and immediately gives;
instead we ask?

will it be confirmed by experience as a

whole?”^Objectivity” so•evaluated means not an ”outthereness,” not the* apprehension of the thing-in-itself
as it is~in-itself, but it implies a function of the
human spirit:

0

To know a content means to make it an object
by raising it out of the mere status of given
ness and granting it a certain logical con¬
stancy and necessity* Thus we do not know
♦objects* as if they were already independ¬
ently determined and given as objects*—
but lire know objectively* by' producing
certain limitations and by fixating certain
permanent elements and connections within
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the uniform flow of experience# 23
For Cassirer, too, objectively is "set as a task."

This

position, set forth at large in Substance and Function
is restated in the Philosophy of Symbolic Forms?
"From the standpoint of the theoretical world view and
its ideal of knowledge, *objective’ no longer means
everything that sensation sets before us in its simple
existence and facticity, but only what possesses a
guarantee of constancy, of enduring and thoroughgoing
determinancy." 24
In the mythical consciousness scientific objectivity
becomes mvthidal Intensity.

The contents encountered by

the mythical consciousness are held to be "objective"
and "real," but the se contents are nkSirkedly, taken into
consciousness in a homogeneous and undifferentiated state.
/

’

Scientific knowledge creates nuances of significance, value,
and effectives ss according to which different spheres of
objects and events are distinguished in terms of reality
and appearance, truth and error*
in the world of myth.

Such nuances are lacking

%th lives entirely in the immed¬

iate presence of its objects.

Objects are given different

degrees of importance according to the emotional intensity
of the encounter with them; vet each particular encounter
is unique:
Instead of the dialectical mayement of thought,
in which every given particular is linked with
other particulars in a series and thus ultimately
subordinate^ to a ^general law and process, we
have here jin mytfrj a mere subjection to the
impression itself "andits momentary ’presence.’
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'Consciousness is bemad by it® mere faebieitys
it possesses neither th® impulsion mr th® means
to correct or critic Is© what is. given hero and
now* to limit it© objectivity by wsa.BBPiftff it.
against setaething act giver., soBietMag^St OP
future# And if this mediate criterion is absent*

all »truth* and reality dissolve into the mv®presence of tl»© contont, A1J. obnrscesersa ar®
situated or; a single piarc*' ^5

In any or© experlonse which is more or less delimited by
duration of intensity* there arc no degrees of reality for
the mythical eomsci. oti-encQS*

thus the mythical picture of

reality has no significant, dimension of depth; it has no
differentiation of foreground arc! background. which is

characteristic of

it has

no distinction between the ground of expearleaeo and 'that
which is founded os it#
this is the primary aspect of myth which dia*
tiagalsbes it from scion©©* it lacks my fixed dividing

lim between wrepreaentatieaw and eereootloie, between
image ana thing; it cannot*.- as cair science#. so© it©
symbols as symbols*.
To© recognition of this aspect -of myth is extremely
imbortset. for (ktaeiver** treatment of the. subject*

By

It he attempts to move inside the mythical-conseioueness
ard ©mml» .it from that standpoint rather than analyse
it from outside.. so to sneak*

In so doing* he avoids

Fraser*© arte %lor*s- mistake of reading the mythical
consciousness solely in terms©? their fully developed
/

scientific epistemology*

/

doselrer** approach .'may not-be

above criticism- but it undeniably possesses the merit of
accounting for what If special and.-dieti native about th©
/
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mythical mentality id.tbout saying that it is merely an
underdeveloped scientific mentality,The scientific mentality is^marked by ;its recogni¬
tion of the difference or separation between the "real"
and the "ideal,0

That is, it recognises the ideal

functions within its operation to be what they are and
does not confuse them with or-claim them to be the
absolute whole of reality.

The scientific-consciousness

recognises the "given” in experience andSfcS distinction
from tlie contributions of the human spirit.

If, however,

myth itself is examined in terms of what it "sees,” in
terms of "what it known itself to be," such a distinction
between a world of immediate reality and one of mediate
signification is seen to be absolutely foreign to
^fhere science seehssreal identity^

For myth, the image

does not represent the thingj it is the thing-— it has
the same actuality and replaces the thing*s immediate
presence.

This

to say that ", • mythical thinking

lacks the category of the ideal, and in order to appre¬
hend pure signification it must transpose It into a
material substance or being,"
This lack of knowing pure signification as such
is present on all levels of mythical thought.

For the

mythical consciousness, to be real means "to be effect¬
ive,"

Here dreams have the same reality, the same

effacacy as conscious existence,^

here the distinct¬

ion between life and death is not clear cut.

There is

7&
no specific moment when life passes into death, or, for
that matter, death into life; both are considered as
parts of the same fundamental being#

Seen in this light,

the universal belief and primitive cults of the dead that
the deceased require food and clothing to sustain their
new existence becomes understandable*
Here "to be real” equals "to be effective,” and the
dead are certainly connected effectively to the living
through emotional bonds of love, fear, resoect, etc.

If

'the dead still exert power on the living, then to the
mythical mind, they are as "real” as are the living.

This

is because the undifferentiated, unreflecting mythical
conscious}© ss draws distinctions only on the basis of the
immediate content of experience, which in this case re¬
flects the emotional effacecy of the person, whether alive
or dead* ^
Another clear indication that the mythical mentality
lacks the category of the ideal is found in ritual as it
is known in this mode.

Rites in the true mythical con¬

sciousness are not allegorical.
beliefs or ideas.

They do not represent

They are held to be absolutely real.

To the mythical mind the "impersonator” of the god is not
representing him— he is the god.

The rituals of certain

seasons and those which accompany certain forces of naturerain, sunlight— are not symbolic accompaniments.

They a re

indispensable components of these aspects of nature; with¬
out them, the processes of nature would not go on, 29
Certainly, there are rituals of a religious nature wherein
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the symbolic function of the ritual is cognised, but this
occurs on a.specifically higher and specifically religi¬
ous level*

Thet ransition from myth to religion is not .

historically a sharp change.

It comes about by degrees#

Even at the higher intellectual levels of religion, there
are evidences of the mythical substratum and the necessary
inclusion of mythical terminology and hence mythical thought#
The detailed dialectical process by which myth transcends
itself to reach this level will be presently discussed in
connection with religion.
The concent of causality is as fruitful in disting¬
uishing mythical thought from scientific as is the concept
of the object.

Myth by no means lacks a concent of cause.

It is as fundamental to myth as it is to science.

The

various mythical cosmogonies and theogonies which explain
the foundation and historical process of the world by re¬
ference to the originating force of some astral body,
animal, or plant stand in witness to this.

Cassirer main¬

tains that scientific consciousness gains its concents and
judgements of causality in the way described by Kant,
according to whom the principle of causality is an a priori
synthetic principle which enables man to "spell out pheno¬
mena and so to read them as experience,"

This spelling

out involves a very definite analysis and separation of
the flow of sensory contents.

This analysis is a necessary

component of the ideal function in which contents are syn¬
thetically combined under categories.

As regards causality,

30
, • , • contents ’which are contiguous for iramediate sensory impression are progressively di¬
ssected and assigned to different complexes of
conditions. In m re perception a specific State
A in moment
is followed by another state B in
moment Ag* But regardless o£ how often it is
repeated, this succession would not lead to the
idea that A is the 1 cause1' of B— the post hoc
would never become a propter hoc—unless a
mediating concept intervened., 31
The analysis of the initially given "rhapsody of percept¬
ions" into different spheres of conditions, different
strata of relations, is necessary before the concept of
causality can stamp the occurrence as a causal happening
with a specificcause and a specific effect,

Cassirer

.

holds that the fundamental flaw of Hume's critique of
,

causality is that he failed to realise the importance of
the analytic function of consciousness.

Holding that two

contents, appearing in spatio-temporal contiguity often
enough, by a mechanism of association or habit, were
claimed to be causally connected, Hume failed to see ideal
functions both of analysis and of synthesis.

Causality is

not encountered simply in the combination of sensory im¬
pressions,

It depends first on the analysis of the "rha¬

psody of perceptions," then on their combination through
a mediating concept,
A fundamental characteristic of the mythical concept
of causality is that it, too, makes this mistake of not
seeing the analytic function.

The isolating abstraction

of scientific thought by which it singles out a specific
factor in a complex of contents as a "cause" or a condition
of something else equally specific is foreign to mythical

UJ.

thinking.

Science is oriented toward establishing one

unequivocal relationship between specific causes and eff¬
ects. In the world of myth, merely by virtue of spatiotemporal contiguity, anything can "cause” anything else,
simply because nearly anything can stand in such conti¬
guity with anything else.

Every simultaneity, every co¬

existence, every contact become causal relationships.

Thus

Cassirer comes to the "astonishing conclusion that Hume, in
attempting to analyse the causal judgment of science, ra¬
ther revealed“-a source of all mythical explanations of the
f'{.sV

world,” >32-' In mythical thought the orinciples of cost hoc.
ergo prooter hoc and .luxta hoc, ergo propter hoc character¬
ise the concept of causality.
But while particular mythical causal explana¬
tions such a s The cosmos is fishlfiKout of the
ydppths of the sea or molded from a toVtoise;
the earth is shaped from the body of a,great
or from a lotus biossum floating on the water;
the sun is made from a stone, men from rocks
or trees; 33
.
;
may appear chaotic andlawless, myth actually carries the
concept of cause to the extreme.
for accidents.

Myth lias no room at all

For every event, the mythical consciousness

claims a Cause, but not a cause in the scientific sense. At
this point the difference beti?een the mythical and the
scientific concepts of causality becomes most apparent.
Causal explanation in myth contains both something more and
something less than in science.
Science aims at apprehending the particular event as a
special instance of a general law.

To understand an event

32
in science means to subordinate it to "that universal com¬
plex of conditions we call ♦nature*•"

The accidental in

science is not that.which is immune from general or uni¬
versal lawfulness but that which rests on a modification
of this lav/fulness such as is not fully deducible from it.
Mythical causality, however, has no idea of the accidental
becaiise the form of lawfulness is different here.

The

immediacy of the mythical world view, which recognises no
distinction between image and reality, which sees all pheno
mena in a dramatic personal context, is reflected in its
concept of causality— or better, in its feeling of caus¬
ality.

It is a causality shot through with teleology.

Causality includes as a necessary and inevitable component,
purpose.

Every event has cause and purpose here*

And the

purpose imputed to the event has an immediate, personal,
emotional relationship to the person involved in it.

In

the mythical mode there is only one plane of reality, and
"natural" events are never merely events in "nature,”
They a re expressions of purpose of friendly or inimical
forces.

What more the mythical causal explanation has

{than the scientific) is this sort of purpose.

What less

it has is the concept of abstract universal lawfulness.of
physical, that is, impersonal, nature.
Thus the mythical concept, of causality reflects and
expresses what was seen in the concept of the object in
the mode of myth and what is the most definitive character¬
istic of it: the undifferentiated, unreflective, and dra¬
matic apprehension of reality,

For myth there is only one

S3
plane of being,

Hot only are the events or objects in

causal relation assigned to it, but also the "force”
between them is*

,f

raana-conceptw

The universality of the

in primitive culture is witness to this*

i%na has power

expressed in terms of emotional effacacyj hence it has
reality, that is, substantial existence in theonly plane
of reality that myth knows.

This definitive character¬

istic is expressed further in the other "categories” of
.J

the mythical mode*
:

V

■

As regards Quantity, the mythical conV

:

.

.

*in nnnr,-.:nir flnu-*- J I .urn ITT *I

.

.

sciousness does not see the whole as consisting of or
resulting from its parts*
erenco between them?

It sees*rather a true indiffy

f

The whole does not * have1 parts and does not
break down Into jthem? the part is immediately
the whole and functions as such, This re¬
lationship, this principle of the pars pro toto
has also been designated as a basic principle
of primitive logic* However, the part does not
merely represent the whole, but •really111 specifies
it} the relationship is not symbolic and in*
tellectual, but real and material. The part, in
mythical terms, Is the same thing as the whole,.
because it is a real vehicle of efficacy-*- be**
cause everything which it. incurs, or does is in- !
curred or done by the whole at the same time*
The consciousness of the part as such, as a •mere*
part, does not belong to the immediate, naive in¬
tuition of reality but is achieved only by that
analytical and synthetic function of mediating
thought which goes back from objects as concrete
material units to their constitutive conditions,34
And as regards quality in the mythical mode, we can observe
the same k ind of coincidence and merging of t he members of
the relation.

For mythical thought, the attribute is not

a defining aspect of the thing; it contains within it the
whole of the thing seen from a different angle.

This

i

creates a unity, but a unity of mere equivalence:
For myth, which sees reality on a single plane,
one and the same substance does not ♦have* differ¬
ent * attributes; on the contrary each specifi¬
cation as such is substance, i.e„, it can be
apprehended only in immediate concretion, in
direct hypostatization, 35

It is perhaps misleading to speak of myth in terms of
cognition, as if myth were primarily oriented around thought
and reflection, for this is certainly tt&b- the case.

”Mo-

where in myth do wo find a passive contemplation of things;
here all contemplation starts from an attitude, an act of
feeling and will.” 36

Cassirer believed that analysis of

mythical intuition as it is colored by powerful emotions
of love, hate, joy, grief and hope could enter more funda¬
mentally into the world of myth than any analysis of myth¬
ical thought could.

He undertook this analysis of the

forms of intuition in the mythical mode.
(3) Space, Time, and Humber in
The Mythical Consciousness
While myth views reality on only one plane and tends
to comprehend situations in uncifferentiated wholes, it is
not merely passive in its encounter with reality,

Myth,

being mode of symbolic formation, performs the function
of giving special meanings in its configurations.

To do •

this myth must interrupt the flow of sensory impressions by
the application .of some formative distinctions.

Myth does

not follow in the scientific way of encompassing such sensa
logically and articulating the experience as a complex of
specific causes and effects.

The mythical consciousness

35
gives its formation to reality by means of a distinction
into general realms of sacred andprofane*

The character

of the sacred is applied to any content of existence if
it falls under the mythical perspective; that is, if it
%

captures mythical enthusiasm and interest from one angle
or another*

Cassirer calls this distinction the "basic

opposition” according to which the mythical "rationale"
operates.

$he mytMeal consciousness intrh&uCes

.. . « certain differentiations into indistinct,
K||||jdifferent reality*, by dividing it' Into diff¬
erent spheres of meaning* It too, gives form and
meaning by interrupting the indifferent uniform¬
ity of the contents of consciousness— by intro¬
ducing certain distinctions of *value* into this
indifference. All reality and all events are
projected into the fundamental opposition of the
sacred and the profane, and in this projection
they assume a new meaning, one which they do not
simply have from the very beginning but which
they acquire in this fora of contemplation, one
might say in this mythical ^Illumination.* 37
Space: This form os intuitionreflects the general
characteristics of myth as outline so far and, above all,
this basic composition*

As the members of a relation have

a tendency toward concrescence in myth, so position cannot
be ultimately separated from the nature or essence of the
thing.

Objects at e ertain points in space and the spatial

positions themselves possess kinds of tonality of their
own which reflect the sacred-profane opposition.

The in¬

tuition of space is for myth, as for language and science,
fundamental in the construction or formation of reality*
In myth qualitative and spatial attributes cannot be separ¬
ated and, indeed, are mutually definitive as well as de-

m
finitive of the essence of the thing,

Many mythically-minded

cultures have carried this spatio-qurlitative designation
of reality to great lenghts.

An example of this is the

raythical-sociological world view of the Zunis, for whom a
sevenfold form, of toteraic organisation runs through the whole
world and is “particularly reflected in the conception of
space.

Space as a whole is divided into seven sones, north

and south, east and west, the upper and the lower world, and
finally the center of the worldj and every reality occupies
its uniquivoeal position, its definitely prescribed place,
within this general classificatipn. ”

%re the physical sub¬

stances in nature as well as natural processes are differ¬
entiated according to this spatial designation.

"To the

north belongs the air, to the south fire, to ,the east earth,
(etc*)"

Furthermore, the various human classes, institu-

tions, and occupations Vented into the same basic schema."
Such elaboration is a late Achievement of mythical
thinking,

Cassirer holds that in order to understand the

special quality of the intuition of space in the mythical
mode, we must go behind the general distinction between
sacred and profane to the sensory substrate on which it is
based.

The one mythical value accent is expressed in terms

of this opposition, but from a detailed study of comparative
mythology and religion, Cassirer concludes that in terns of
space, this opposition is oriented around the'apprehension
of the difference between darkness and light.

The creation

legends of nearly all peoples and religions and every

separation of sones of space ordered according to sacred
and profane are bound ut> with this darkness-light con¬
trast*

39

Generally speaking, for myth

East, west, north, and south are not essentially
similar sones which serve for orientation within
the world of empirical perception; each of them
lias a specific reality and significance of its
own, an inherent mythical life* . * ... «
The
east as the origin of light is also the source
of life— the west as the place of the setting
sun is filled with all the terrors of death,
Wherever we find the idea of a realm of the dead,
spatailly separated and distinguished from the
realm of the Miring, it is situated in the west
of the world* ^
Almost every mythology has Gods of special spatial zones:
Gods of the north, south, east and west:
In the linguistic mode the intuition of space develops
from a pole of marked by sensuous expression to one of in¬
tellectual dominance,

Spatial designation in this mode

moved from expression in terms of purely sensuous refer¬
ence to expression
in terms of purrelation.
*
*'
jte
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For■ lang-

uage the road led to more adequate conceptualisation and
finally ended where science began.

The orientation in the

linguistic mode was primarily related to cognition.

The

orientation is different for myth; it is oriented not
primarily aroundeognition but around emotion and feeling,
and this is reflected in the spatial designations of myth.
Cassirer says that "wherever mythical thinking and mythical
feeling endow a content with particular value, wherever
they distinguish it from others and lend it a special sign¬
ificance, this qualitative distinction tends to be repres¬
ented in the image of spatial separation,”

And con-

versely, the actual areas spatially designated a re defined
by qualitative attributes, basically distinguished by the
sacred-profane distinction, but also carrying;.a'whole range
of emotional nuances.

Mythical spatial intuition is marked

by its development of an orientation of emotion or feeling
in its formation of reality.
.Time:

For the mythical consciousness time is not a

pure relation with factors of present, past, and future
seen by consciousness to be continually shifting.

The

absolute time of Newton, the time of relativity physics, and
the historian’s time based on a fixed chronology are all
foreign to myth.

In myth, .just as the members of re¬

lations of quality and quantity tended to grow into one
another and merge, and as spatial and qualitative design¬
ations went handin hand, so do the members of the temporal
relation fail to remain distinct*

The development of myth¬

ical time parallels that of linguistic time*

Here too the

expression of temporal relations develops only through the
expression of spatial designations.

And all the*:constitu¬

tive elements of the mythical intuition of space— the app¬
rehension of the light-dark contrast, the expression of the
sacred-profane contrast through it, and thus the sacral
ordering of spatial divisions into holy and unholy— these
are all reflected in the mythical concept of time:
The division of space into directions and sones
runs parallel to the division of time into phasesj
both represent merely different factors in that
gradual illumination of the spirit which starts
from the intuition of the fundamental physical
phenomenon of light. And by virtue of this re-

lationship a particular mythical-religious
♦character1, a special accent of ♦holiness,*
is given to time as a whole andto every phase
. of time in particular, ^
^ ,
As special spaital zones, because of the emotional eff¬
icacy of their qualitative attributes, are raised by the
mythical mind to the level of gods, so too are special
periods of time:
iSven highly developed religions have preserved
their basic intuition and their belief, ; In the
Persian religion the cult of time and the sfegQ
ments of time, of the centuries, the years,the
four seasons, the twelve months, and particular ?
days and hours, developed from the getteral work
ship of light, 43
#
The emotionally intense, basically non-conceptualvaspect
of mythical spatial intuition is carried over into time;
temporal intervals and dividing lines possess an inha rent
quality, essence and efficacy of their own,
Humber:

While number for science has no other being

pr nature than that which it finds in its relation to a
purely ideal series and is

no more

than an expression of

pure conceptual relation, it takes on a very different
character in other modes.

In the linguistic mode, ftor

example, number in the earlier phases of its development
did not have that abstract universality which character¬
izes it in the mode of science*

Humber here was grounded

in a concrete individual intuition from which it could not
be detached.

The savage could use numbers only in connect¬

ion with a definite series of concrete sensory intuitions,
usually of his own body.

But the series was not arbitrary,

and in the orderliness of the s eries of sensory coordinates
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of counting, Cassirer saw the germ of the scientific
development of number as a system of pure relation.
mythical concept of number shows itself to be
bearer the linguistic than the scientific,, but it main¬
tains its own characteristic difference and identity.
Here again the basic motifs of emotional, personal re¬
lation to reality, the single plane of reality, and the
rule of the cancrescense of the members of a rebtion
color and designate mythical number*

For myth, number

is never a mere ordinal designating position.within a com¬
prehensive system; the mythical consciousness sees in each
number an individual essence— an individual nature and
power*

Myth Imputes a common nature to quantities if only

their number be equal.

Humber is an original entity im¬

parting its essence to everything subsume<i> under it.

In

mythical thinking, number is a medium of spiritualisation*
In science, number is an instrument of explanation of re¬
lations; for myth it is, says Cassirer, a vehicle of re¬
ligious signification:
In'the one case (science) it serves to prepare all
empirical existence for acceptance in a world of
purely ideal relationships and laws; in the other
it serves to draw all existing things,1 all immed¬
iate data, everything that is merely profanitgSr'
into the mythical-religious process of -.sancti¬
fication. For whatever partakes of number inany
way, whatever reveals in itself the form and power
of a definite number, no longer leads a mere irrevelant existence for the mythical-religious con¬
sciousness but lias precisely, thereby gained an
entirely new significance, ^4
As he spoke of the forms of intuition as they were
characterized by the mode of language, Cassirer wrote,
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In three diverse but closely related phases,
language develops the three basic intuitions
of space, time, and number and so creates the
indispensable condition for all intellectual
mastery of phenomena and for every synthesis
of these phenomena into the unity of a *world
concept** 45
The same sort of development of a "world concept” can be
seen in myth*
world

view

Number seems to round out the mythical

ana to provide, if not a symbol of the effect-

ive immediacy of reality, since myth never sees symbols as
symbols, then at least a means by which all mythical real¬
ity is united.

Spatio-temporal intuition here points up

the purposive, immediate, efficacious, that is, mythical,
reality of actual spatial zones and temporal moments as
well as of objects and forces.

Any numerical ordering of

such zones, periods, objects, or forces gives them a pre¬
viously unpossessed aura of mythical potency.

In number

myth has a virtually unlimited means of extending ifes&Lf
over the xfhole of reality*

Cassirer draws widely on the

sources of comparative mythology to show that, for example,
irp..the mythical world where north, south, east, and west
are'imbued with mythico-religioua significance and.feeling,
the number four is the sacred number par excellence since
it is connected in the mythical mind with these spatial
designations w|dLch also have temporal counterparts:Anything which shows an actual four-fold
organization— whether as an immediately
known ’reality* imposing itself upon sensory
observation, or whether conditioned in a
purely ideal way by a specific mode of mythical
apperception— seems attached, as though by
inner magical ties, to certain parts of space*
Here mythical thinking does not see a mere
mediated transference; rather it sees with
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intuitive evidence the one in the otherj in
every particular fouroess it apprehends the
universal form of cosmic fourness* 46
In contrasting Cassirer*s treatment of space, time,
and number in the modes of language,science, and myth, I
have been trying to illustrate what Cassirer means, by
modality and how the process of symbolic formation works
itself out in these various modes.

There is another pro¬

blem with regard to Cassirer’s concept of modality which
deserves treatment but has not been fully considered so
far*

It Is one which Cassirer does not elaborate.

This

is the problem of the relationships between the various
modes of symbolic formation themselves.
forms the topic of the following chapter*

This problem
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Chapter IV
Modal Relationships

The concept of modality plays a central role in Cas¬
sirer1 B philosophy of symbolic formation.

The terms "mode*

and "symbolic form* are synonomous when they are applied to
certain specific areas of human cultural endeavor — lan¬
guage, art, myth, religion, and science — which represent
specific kinds of ideal activity in which the human spirit
gives form to reality.

A number of questions arise when

the relationships of these modes to one another are con¬
sidered?

Do language, myth, art, science, and religion

spring from the same primal source?
currently?

Do they develop con¬

Or does one flow into another?

does one stop and the other begin?
linked together?

If so, where

Are all symbolic forms

If so, how are they linked?

it possible to know this?

And how is

What is the relation of language

and science, of myth and religion, of myth and scienoe?
Cassirer does not answer all these questions.

answers.

Some he holds to be unanswerable.

Some he
This chapter

will try to indicate the direction in which answers to some
of the questions lie and the reason for the "unanswerability" of others,
There is a relationship which we might characterise as
"organic" between some of the modes of symbolic formation
in that they deal with the same sorts of elements of exper¬
ience.

The relation between language and science was indi¬

cated in a previous chapter.

That language and myth have,
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if not a common source* then at least a mutually definitive
relationship in their origin is one of Cassirer1a main
themes and will he considered presently*

He also offers an

explanation of the development of the religious conscious¬
ness from the mythical.

What can he said about such rela¬

tionships?
He have seen that each mode (science* art* myth* lan¬
guage* and religion) is an autonomous form of activity*
subject to its own immanent norms* providing its own form
of necessity and hence of objectivity.

They are different

ways in which the function of the human spirit* the process
of symbolic formation* goes on.

They all have their origin

in the human spirit — this is the fundamental presupposi¬
tion of any hind of idealism*

What can we say about their

primordial or undifferentiated relation prior to their
speoiflcation in oulture?

The answer is ^nothing*®

Cas¬

sirer points out that the more the human spirit engages in
its characteristic function* the farther behind it leaves
this primordial undifferentiated state}
The more richly and energetically the human spirit
engages in its formative activity* the farther
this very activity seems to remove It from the
primal source of its own being* More andmoref
it appears to be imprisoned in its own crea¬
tions — in the words of language* in the images
of myth or art* in the intellectual symbols of
cognition* which cover it like a delicate and
transparent* but unbreaehable veil* But the
true* the profoundeet task of a philosophy of
culture* a philosophy of language* cognition*
myth* etc,* seems precisely to consist in rais¬
ing this veil — in penetrating from the mediate
here of mere meaning and characterisation to
e original sphere of intuitive vision* But on
the other hand* the specific organ of philosophy —

t
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and It has no other at its disposal — rebels
against this task, fo philosophy, which finds
its fulfillment only in the sharpness of the
concept and in the clarity of ’discursive1
thought, the paradise of mysticism, the para¬
dise of pure immediacy is closed. Hence it has
no other solution than to reverse the direction
of Inquiry. Instead of taking the road back,
it must attempt to continue forward^
We can follow the developing relationship of language and
myth as it unfolds*

We can see the formal principle of the

transition from myth to religion.

But this is only because

we have a cultural ’•nature11 to which we can pose the right
questions.

We cannot ask questions of the undlfferenti&ted

primordial unity of the human spirit.

However, we can ob¬

serve a relatively constant inner form according to which
the human spirit works In the various modes, but we cannot
inquire into its foundations for they are not objects of a
possible cultural experience*
We can examine those modal relationships about which
we have some empirical data*

Vie can examine the relation¬

ship of say, art and myth, of myth and language, of lan¬
guage and science* of myth and religion*

Cassirer under¬

takes some of these examinations, but the absence of those
answers which Cassirer might have provided but didn’t
should not be seen as a defect In his presentation of the
philosophy of symbolic formation.

Cassirer was trying to

point out the correct formal point of view for an approach
to the findings of the cultural sciences*

His work could

in faot be called a orltiaue of the cultural soienoes in
the same sense that Kant called his work on speculative
philosophy a orltloue of pure reason*

Cassirer felt that

he was presenting the outline* the form of a philosophy of
culture and that the detailed material would have to come
from the cultural sciences themselves.
there are two hinds of questions about symbolic forms
which have been asked here#

One 1© a question of modal

origini the other is a question of modal transition#

As

regards questions of origin* at points where there was
material (or a "nature" in Kantian terms) of which questions
could be asked* Cassirer felt that some sort of answer could
be obtained#

2he best example of such an answer is Cassirer^

treatment of the relationship of language and myth,

Ques¬

tions of transition* questions of how a mode transcends
Itself to become another are not relevant In most cases,
Eeliglon could not become sciencej art could not become
language#

Even if we presuppose a fundamental* pre-hla-

torioal, unitary beginning of all the modes* the develop¬
ment of modal transitions could not be portrayed as linear*
with language going to a point where myth takes over only
to be superceded by art* then science* etc.

Even granted

such a presupposition* the best portrayal of the develop¬
ment would involve some sorb of tree-like metaphor accord**
ing to which the

11

trunk8 of the human spirit would develop

"branches'* of language and myth which would respectively
branch off into science and religion,

Art would perhaps be

another "branch" from the main trunk, and the fruits and
leaves of the various branches would intermingle,

fhls un¬

happy metaphor places the unfolding of human culture in too
rigid a schema* and besides presupposes a metaphysics about
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which Philosophy of Symbolic Forms disclaimed any knowledge.
Cassirer, nevertheless, speaks at the end of Language, and
Myth of myth, language, and art as beginning in a "concrete
undivided unity which is only gradually resolved into a
triad of independent modes of spiritual creativity*1,2

But

knowledge of this would involve metaphysical olalms which
seem to have been repudiated by his assertion of the impos¬
sibility of returning to this primordial state, this "para¬
dise of mysticism" in the Philosophy of Symbolic Forms.
Cassirer’s whole philosophy is aimed at justifying his
idealistic presupposition that the various modes are ulti¬
mately founded in the functions of human spirit, but for
Cassirer, unity is finally expressed by function and is
postulated only on the basis of the "relatively constant"
inner form seen in the various spiritual areas of symbolic
formation.
This is well illustrated at one point where Cassirer
is considering the relation between language and religion;
what he says here could be applied with equal facility to
all of the symbolic forms,

le says that the philosophy of

symbolic forms
.....cannot, of course, strive to dissolve the
specific difference of language and religion In
any original unity whether this unity be defined
as subjective or objective, as a unity of the
divine source of things, of reason, or of the
human spirit* For its inquiry is directed not
toward a common origin but toward a oommon
structure. It does not seek a common unity of
foundation for both language and religion but
asks whether in these two absolutely independent
and unique forms a unity of function may not be
demonstrable* If there is suoh a unity, it can
be sought only in a basic trend of symbolic ex-
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pressIon* in an inner rule according to which
it develops and unfolds*3
The metaphor shove does illustrate, however, that the
possibility of the transition from one mode to another de¬
mands that there be a close similarity between the kinds of
experience dealt with by the modes in question.

In the case

of language and science* speculative, abstract cognitive ex¬
perience provides the basis for the transition.

In the case

of myth and religion* experience of emotional feelings does
so.

Cassirer has said that the highest truth available to

the human spirit is the recognition of thev form of its own
aotlvity.

This means a recognition of the nature of the

process of symbolic formation.

In the transition from lan¬

guage to science and from myth to religion* this recogni¬
tion, attained* to be sure, by degrees, of the symbolical
nature of reality is the most distinguishing mark.
This chapter tflll examine the question of origin and
the question of transition, each in one example.

The

question of origins will be considered in terms of language
and myth.

The question of transition will deal with north

and religion.
(1)

Language and Myth

The original indication of the bond between the lin¬
guistic and the mythical consciousness is that in the prim¬
itive mythical.mentality* all verbal structures appear also
as mythical entities, endowed with characteristic^mythical
powers.

This point* made in Languagq and Mythft corresponds

to Cassirer*s development (in the second volume of the
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Philosophy of .Symbolic Forma) of the idea that the mythical
consciousness lacks any concept of purely ideal significa¬
tion.

Myth and language are originally inseparable and

mutually condition each other in their development,

Word

and name, seen in the single plane of reality of the myth¬
ical view, do not have a symbolic function in description
and signification}but ^contain within them the object and
its real powers.'
their objects,

the name and word are inseparable from
^hd in controlling the name, the primitive

mentality sees itself as controlling the object,

threaten¬

ing events or catastrophes are "exorcised” by song and loud
outcry.

In ritual, the invocation of the deity la not made

in the civilised sense of prayer? in calling the Go&*s
name the very essence of his being is brought to bear on
the situation,

throughout religious history it is possible

to encounter the view that
.....the true nature of the god, the power and
diversity of his action, is contained and, as
it were, concentrated in his name. In it rests
the secret of divine plenitude? the diversity
of God*s names, the many names of the divine,
Indeed, the thousands of names, are a true in¬
dication of His omnipotence.^
fhis mythical attitude toward the elements of language

v1 is, further evidenced-'l3y»the original attitude found in myth
CAA.

that a person and his name are inseparable and that the
name does not merely express the innermost essence of the
man, but actually is identical with it.
TMS

myth exerts a definite influence on language? yet

the influence between these two is not one-sided, running
solely from myth to language,

language Is an indlspenslble

10?
;■

component in the development of myth.

The primary function

of language, the separation and concentration of certain
elements of experience, which are specifically stamped in
the linguistic mold by their linguistic expression and
which are given a definite stability by verbalization, is
necessary for the development of the mythical mode.
Cassirer says that "what the mind has once created, what
has been culled from the total sphere of consciousness,
does not fade away again when the spoken word has set its
seal upon It and given it definite form."**

Of oourse, what

it is that is so formed depends upon the subject*B range of
interest which is originally dominated by the aura of myth.
Language and myth function together, side by side, as modes
of symbolic formation.

One cannot be derived from the

other or explained strictly and solely in terms of the
other.

This would, Cassirer says, "level them both (and)

rob them of their characteristic features."?

The inter¬

weaving of the contents given form by language and myth in¬
dicates that such an explanation is not necessary.

The

close relationships of contents is beet explained in terms
of their common form of development, in terms of the con¬
ditions which govern both linguistic and mythical formation
from their earliest beginnings.
Language and myth have a common form of development
because both are oriented in their spiritual formative
processes around particularity and not around universality.
This means that language aims originally at the specific
designation and expression of certain particular contents

U

of experience*

Verbal designation separatee a content from

the rest of experience, giving It a definite meaning* a
definite role in reality which depends on the clarity and
specifiolty of the term.

It Is science* not language,

which alms at the elucidation of reality in a comprehensive
systematic lawful whole*

For myth there is this same sort

of hypostisatlon of the immediate particularity of the
thing, since it is given a place in the single plane of
reality found in the mythical mode,
fhe words and names of language provide part of myth*e
reality, and the mythical perspective determines in part
which contents of experience shall receive linguistic ex¬
pression.

fhus “myth receives new life and wealth from

language, as language doss from myth.

And this constant

interaction and interpenetration attests the unity of the
mental principle from which both are sprung, and of which
they are simply different expressions, different manifes¬
tations and grades.

(2)

Cassirer described the development of the transition
from myth to religion (and the development of religion it¬
self as a symbolic form) in terms of a dialectical process
in which the mythical consciousness advances to a stage
from which it comes to see the single plane of reality of
its image world as something "outside11 itself and inade¬
quate to its own drive for expression*
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In the original encounter of the mythical consciousness
with the world of sensuous reality, the mythical Images en¬
gendered are by no means taken as images, as spiritual ex¬
pressions*

Here there is no division between

“real,** between ‘•meaning** and * existence.**

fl

ideal** and

On myth's

single plane of reality we can look in from above, so to
speak, and see that there is a continuous flux between these
two general spheres in man's thought, belief, and action*
The man and his name are the same.

The ritualist la the

mask of the god is transformed into him, assumes his nature,
and fuses with him*
But as the mythical world view is built up, a separa¬
tion begins to appear.

With it a new reality begins to take

form whioh is unknown to the mythical consciousness as such.
This separation Is one in whioh myth draws back from its
image world and for the first time recognises a bifurcation
between itself and this world.

It is at this point that

the religious consciousness is born.

The mythical contents

remain with the religious consciousness, but here they are
placed

in.a

new perspective*

Indeed, the mythical compon¬

ents of religious belief cannot be removed without elimina¬
ting the very objectivity and historical manifestation of
religion.

But although the contents of myth and religion

are so Interwoven, their form is not the same.

The special

aspects of the religious mode, its particularity, is dis¬
closed in the changed attitude here taken by consciousness
toward the mythical aspects of its images.

The religious

consciousness cannot do without these aspects, but as the
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mythical image world is seen through the religious atti¬
tude, it takes on a new meanings
The new ideality, the new spiritual dimension,
that is opened up through religion not only
lends myth a new signification but actually
introduces the opposition between ♦meaning*
and * existence* into the realm of myth. Re¬
ligion takes the decisive step that is essen¬
tially alien to myth; in its use of sensuous
images and signs it recognizes them as such —
a means of expression which, though they re¬
veal a determinate meaning, must necessarily
remain inadequate to it, which *point* to this
meaning but never fully exhaust it,'
Every religion, according to Cassirer, comes to such a
point of orisis in its development and there breaks loose
from its mythical foundations.
in different ways.

Different religions do this

In this break each reveals its histori¬

cal and spiritual particularity.

Once the break is made,

once the symbols of myth are seen to be symbols, the re¬
ligious consciousness begins to manifest its characteristic
form.
In recognizing its Images and symbols in their symbolic
function, as a means of expressing a "meaning*1 not wholly
tied to them, the mythical oonsoiousness, as it becomes re¬
ligious, enters into an ongoing dialectical relationship
with these images In which they are seen on the one side
as necessary to express religious meaning and on the other
as not ultimately adequate to it.

This dialectical refine¬

ment of symbols is seen by Cassirer to be a fundamental
feature of religion as a mode of symbolic formation.
Cassirer did not envisage this dialectic as a purely
rational adventure.

True to his methodology, he looked to

the history of religion and found there abundant empirical
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material which Confirmed that he had ashed the right ques¬
tions ih this area.
The religious ooasoiousness as expressed in the Pro***
phetio boohs of the Old Testament is for Cassirer a classic
cal example of such a transformation.

Of the Prophets,

Cassirer says,
The entire ethical-religious pathos of the Prophets
is concentrated in this one point. It rests on the
power and certainty of the religious will that
lives in the Prophets — of a will which drives
them beyond all intuition of the given, the merely
existent* This existence must vanish if the new
world, the world of the Messianic future is to
arise*10
The Prophetic consciousness was oriented around relig¬
ious spirituality and could not settle for the image world
of myth which allowed equal reality to all aspects of ex¬
perience.

As a matter of fact,the Prophetic attach on

Idolatry and the injunction against the making of "graven
images" of the polytheistic deities of the mythical men¬
tality, rests on a hind of petitlo orIncloll since the Pro¬
phetic critique here imputed to the mythical consciousness
a conception of image and symbol which was not its own but
was a product of the new snd specifically religious per¬
spective.

The mythical world was not guilty of worshiping

images of its deities? this world saw no difference between
archetype and image as such.

The images here were the gods.

The prophetic consciousness had to inject into the mythical
consciousness an alien tension which it did not know in
order to disintegrate it.

"Xet," says Oassirer, "the truly

positive factor consists not in this disintegration itself
but rather in the spiritual motif from which it grows, in
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a turning back to the heart of religious feeling, which now
oauges the image world of myth to he recognized as some¬
thing merely outward and material.

In this Prophetic

view a basic aspect of the religious mode of symbolic
formation is illustrated}

reality or “being1' is attributed

to contents of experience as they relate to the center of
religious feeling which is symbolized specifically only in
the particular sensuous symbols of the religious doctrine
and only generally and indirectly in the whole phenomenal
world.

In the Prophetic view, “there can be no relation

between man and Sod other than the spiritual-ethical rela¬
tion between the I and the Thou (and) everything that does
not belong to this fundamental relation now loses its re¬
ligious value.1,12

fhus in the religious mode the images,

which for myth were alive and vital, become mere symbols of
a higher reality.
The religion of Zoroaster, from a formal point of
view, provides another example of this sort of transmuta¬
tion of mythical elements.

Here the veneration of certain

elements of nature — fire and water — is an indication
that the connection between myth and religion is never com¬
pletely severed.
myth.

But the veneration here is not that of

It has been adapted to the religious perspective,

fhese elements of nature are not worshipped for their own
sakes} the religious die has left a characteristic stamps
...in the Persian religion what gives them (the elements
of nature) their actual significance Is the position as¬
signed them in the great religious-ethical decision, in the

battle between the spirits of good and evil for world dom¬
ination,

in Zoroastrianism the transcendence of the

divine being is asserted, but this does not mean that
nature must be unhallowed.
the Divine,

Nor is it a direct image of

It is in relation to the divine will and its

goals

the ultimate defeat of Ahriman and the forces of

evil*

In this religion as In all others the underlying

mythical elements are not simply suppressed but are pro¬
gressively transformed.

Even after the mythical elements

have been transcended, they do not lose all meaning and
force but retain a place within the overall context of the
religion although they are often relegated to the sphere of
evil, illusion, or error.
and religion is seen*
the Persian religion

Here again the link between myth

Christianity has its Satan, and in
M

the old name for the Aryan gods of

light and the heavens has undergone a decisive change in
meanings

the delvos or devas have become daeva, which des¬

ignate the evil powers, the demons in Ahriman1e train,
Illustrations of this sort could be continued at great
length In terms of Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, and Christi¬
anity, but the formal principles of the transition would
remain the same.

It will perhaps be more fruitful to turn

more specifically to religion as a symbolic form to see in
more detail the development of the relation between symbol
and meaning and the transcending of mythical elements,
Reference to a particular religion will here be made in
terms of Christianity, the religious tradition with which
Cassirer was of course most oonversant.
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Heliglon sa a SymboXlo Form ,

Minimal definitions of religion are as numerous as
they are varied , and most of them make what Cassirer would
call a mistake in defining religion in terms of the content
of a belief, regardless of the generality of the terms in
which this content is stated*

For Cassirer **it is not the

content of a doctrine, but solely its form, that can serve
as a criterion for its classification as a religions

What

stamps a doctrine as religion is its affirmation not of any
being, but of a specific border* and meaning*fhis is
an emphatically formal point of view — the kind Cassirer
likes.

Indeed, it is far too formal for many.

But in this

formality lies its strength because in virtue of It, diverse
systems of religious doctrine can be approached by a criti¬
cal philosophy of religion*

It is a point of view which

does not, after all, per se negate any possible existential
relationship to an ultimate reality; it might even help to
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clarify such a relationship.
At any rate, it is Cassirers view,

the question which

arises in relation to it is "What is involved in this spe¬
cific •order1 and meaning?"

Generally speaking, what is in¬

volved is the dialectical development of religion in which
the symbols, which by their nature and role in the dialectic
partake of myth, necessary for the encounter with and ex¬
pression of religious feeling are progressively transcended
in the ongoing development of the "meaning" religion finds
beyond them*
In these symbols the perpetual link with the world of

no
mythical image Is seen.v Only the great religious mentali¬
ties have drawn the line between image and meaning radical¬
ly,

In the general historical development of religion the
,Images of the mythical fantasy keep rising
to the surface even after they have lost their
aotual life| even after they have become mere
dreams and shadows. Just as in mythical belief
the dead still live and act as shades, so the
mythical image world long continues to demon¬
strate its old power, even when its existence
is denied in the name of religious truth,1®
It is characteristic of the religious mode that “being8

or reality is imputed to all things, Inward as well as out-**
ward, only so far as they are related to the religious
process and its center,

This center is for religion es¬

sentially the sole reality.

In the various historical re¬

ligions with their shifting value accents, different ele¬
ments are singled out and are given the stamp of “being.”
This principle is important for Cassirer, since it leaves
room for religions of action, religions of suffering, cul¬
ture religions, and nature religions to proceed along dif¬
ferent lines in their approach to religious meaning.

It

is another aspect of the form of the “specific •order1 and
meaning*1 definitive of religion,
fhe tension between symbol and meaning in the religious
mode creates a difficulty and a peril for any particular
religion.

Often an historical religion is so bound up with

its traditional Imagery that it runs the danger of becoming
unrecognisable when these images are refined in the pursuit
of religious meaning.

Those Christians who would seek to

"de-mythologize” their religion had best become prepared to
accept some hitherto unacceptable bed-fellows, namely

Ill
philosophers delving Into the "pure fora11 of religion in
general* If Cassirer is right when he sayes
In its whole development Christianity also fights
this battle for Its own peculiar definition of
religious *reality,1 Here release from the world
of mythical images seems all the more difficult
because certain mythical intuitions are so deeply
embedded in the fundamental doctrines* the dog¬
matic substance of’Christianity* that they cannot
be removed without endangering this substance it¬
self, X?
.
fhe reply to this might be that a formal point of view Is
desirable in approaching Christianity* too.

But what re¬

sults when Christianity transcends its own substance?

Is

it possible for a particular religion to refine its symbols
to a point where the gulf between this refinement and the
cultural and historical manifestation of the religion is so
great that the refined religion cannot maintain its iden¬
tity?

Cassirer would say that a question something like

this in form has been debated throughout the development
of Christianitys

"U?he entire history of dogmas* from the

earliest beginnings down to Luther and Zwingli, indicates
a constant struggle between the original historical sig¬
nificance of symbols* sacraments, and mysteries and their
derived* purely spiritual meaning,"*^

In suoh a straggle

Cassirer sees — correctly* it seems — a concrete manifes¬
tation of his formal view of the dialectical development of
religion.

Recognition of the struggle in the history of

dogma is not* of course* to disparage dogma* for it is
"nothing more than the form assumed by pure religious mean¬
ing when men seek to express it in terms of objective rep¬
resentation,"^
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fhat the tension between symbol and meaning presents a
recurring difficulty to religion is further evidenced by
the development of a faotlon of mysticism in most religions
which is historically more or less distinct from the main
currents*

Mysticism strives to arrive at the pure meaning

of religion as such, free from the encumbrance of sensuous
images, whether verbal, material, or psychical.

Success in

this endeavor would mean an immediate encounter with the
godhead.
In mysticism the pure dynamic of religious feel¬
ing strives to slough off and negate all rigid
outward data, fhe relation of the human soul to
Sod finds adequate expression neither in the
image language of empirical or mythical intui¬
tion nor in the sphere of •actual1 existence and
events* Only when the I withdraws entirely from
this sphere, only when it dwells In its essence
and foundation, can the simple essence of God
touch it without the mediation of an imagej then
alone do the pure truth and inwardness of this
relation open up to it.20
In attempting this, mysticism rejects both the mythical and
the historical aspects of the faith within which it was
nurtured*

God is no longer represented by mythical images,

but neither is He encountered in the objective historical
process as an "Other."

He is known immediately in the pure

mystic consciousness.
It Is at this point that the mystic consciousness sep¬
arates itself from the mainstream of its tradition, especi¬
ally in Christianity and Islam.

And here stands what

Cassirer sees as the dividing line between the philosophy
of religion and any auoh mystical view#

In a strict sense,

the philosophy of religion "sees the unity between God and
man less as a substantial than as a synthetic unity*

a
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unity of different entities.

For it, therefore, differen¬

tiation remains a necessary factor, a condition for the
achievement of the unity itself!'21

Shis view of the philos¬

ophy of religion also distinguishes it from the religious
consciousness in general which is never satisfied with such
a differentiation of God and man, of symbol and meaning, as
absolutely separate entitles.

But the destruction of such

a difference would also destroy the characteristic form of
religion itselfj
In the religious consciousness.... .the confHot
between the pure meaning it embraces and the
image in which it is expressed is never re¬
solved but bursts forth anew in every phase
of development. A reconciliation between these
two extremes Is continuously sought but never
fully achieved, The striving beyond the myth¬
ical image world and an indissoluble attachment
to this same world constitute a basic factor of
the religious process itself.22
And in Cassirer’s view, the highest spiritual sublimation
of religion would not at all aim at the dissolution of this
opposition and tension.

It would try to make this opposi¬

tion increasingly clear and would try to understand it in
its immanent necessity.

The highest and most sublime re¬

ligious feeling is expressed by a conscious orientation
toward the progressive refinement of religious symbolism.
It was mentioned earlier that while its own method¬
ology prevents the philosophy of symbolic forms from going
back to dissolve any of the modes, including religion, in
some sort of original unity, whether It be a unity of the
divine source of things, of reason, or of the human spirit,
Cassirer believes that it can account for a unity of func¬
tion among them,

(see ante p.

99.)

This unity of
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function finds its expression in the mode of religion in
the dialectical involvement between symbol and meaning
which results in the progressive refinement of the symbols
and deepening of the meaning*
In conclusion, one point should be mentioned in con¬
nection with Cassirer*s treatment of religion, even though,
in view of Cassirer*s Kantian orientation, it should be ob¬
vious.

Cassirer*a whole critical approach is aimed at

broadening Kant*a "Copernlcan Revolution" to provide for
the possibility of knowledge (in Kant.*.a sense) In fields
in addition to physical science.

Of the fact that Cassirer

treats religion, as regards both its form and its cultural
manifestations, as a phenomenon of immanence there is no
doubt.

There is equally little doubt, in my mind at least,

that his approach to religious truth is that of a critical
humanist.

But in fairness to other possible interpreta¬

tions, It must be noted that Cassirer does not, by his
critical idealism (as Kant did not), preclude the possi¬
bility of transcendence.
of knowledge of it.

He does preclude the possibility

Cassirer does not seem to be concerned

with transcendence in religion except as it is related in
the history of religion to the form of religious develop¬
ment.

To repeat once morel

"The highest objective truth

available to the human spirit is ultimately the form of its
own activity."
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Chapter V
Conclusion.

Cassirer’s Critical Idealism

It Is one of the first essential insights of crit¬
ical philosophy that objects are not ’given to
consciousness In a rigid* finished state, in their
naked ’as suohness*1 but that the relation of rep¬
resentation to object presupposes an independent,
spontaneous act of consciousness. The object does
not exist prior to and outside of synthetic unity
but is constituted only by this synthetic unity?
it is no fixed form that imprints itself on con¬
sciousness but is the product of a formative op¬
eration effected by the basic instrumentality of
consciousness, by Intuition and pure thought. The
Philosophy of Symbolic Jbrma takes up this basic
critical idea, this fundamental principle of
Kant’s *Copernlcan revolution,1 and strives to
broaden it. It seeks the categories of the con¬
sciousness of objects in the theoretical, intel¬
lectual sphere, and starts from the assumption
that such*categories must be at work wherever a
cosmos, a characteristic and typioal world view,
takes form out of the chaos of Impressions. All
such world views are made possible only by spe¬
cific acts of objectlvisation, in which mere im¬
pressions are reworked into specific, formed rep¬
resentations.1
This statement, given at the beginning of the second volume
of the Philosophy of Symbolic Forms is a good summary of
Cassirer’s view of a philosophical standpoint of Critical
Idealism.

Within the various modes of symbolic formation

the human spirit reveals the form of its constitutive func¬
tion.

The aim of this function is the attainment of ob¬

jectivity.
ness.”

But this is not an objectivity in its “as suoh¬

The attainment of objectivity, whether in regard to

an “object” or a “relation," and regardless of the mode,
depends not so much on the what of knowing as on the how.
Objectivity is known by knowing objectively.
tivity is a matter of degree.

Thus objec¬

The progress of knowledge in
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any mode depends on the progressive refinement of this sort
of objectivity on the normative basis of experience as a
whole.

To know at all means to know to some extent objec¬

tively* for “the critique of knowledge shows that mere sen¬
sation* i,e.» a sensory quality without form or order, is
not a faot
2

tion, «

of

immediate experience but a product of abstrac¬

Objectivity depends on the constitutive functions

of the human spirit as they are expressed in the inner form
of the process of symbolic formation.

This inner form of

these constitutive functions* this immanent law can only be
found “through the phenomena themselves from which we ‘ab¬
stract * it} but this very abstraction shows that the law is
a necessary constituent factor of the content and existence
of the particular,
If these considerations are related to Cassirer1s in¬
sistence that knowledge of any original source* of any sub¬
stantial unity, of the various modes of symbolic formation
is impossible (see ante, pages 96-99)
Kantian orientation becomes obvious,

Cassirer*s

Kant's denial of any

metaphysical or transcendent knowledge is seconded by Cas¬
sirer as he denies the possibility of knowledge of a sub¬
stantial unity of the human spirit« claiming that the only
unity which can be known is a functional unity* expressed
in the concrete manifestations of the cultural forms.
Valid knowledge within the different modes is possible and
is tested in a Kantian way: by an appeal to the whole of
experience contained under each of the modes separately.
The content of a mode must be Judged in terms of that mode.

If we look solely at; this critical Idealistic episte¬
mology, it is difficult to see how Cassirer has deserved, the
label of Hegelianism sometimes applied to him.

Yet such

application is not entirely without foundation although It
does, it seems, indicate a misinterpretation of Cassirer*s
overall position*
terpretation?

What are the foundations of such an in¬

They are several*

For one thing, certain

passages can be found in the Philosophy of Symbolic Forms
which can be interpreted to have a Hegelian tenor*

Such a

passage 1st
The true concept of reality cannot be squeezed into
the form of mere abstract being? it opens out into
the diversity and richness of the forms of spirit¬
ual life — but of a spiritual life which bears
the stamp of inner necessity and hence of objec¬
tivity. In this sense each new *symbolic form* —
not only the.conceptual world of scientific cog¬
nition but also the intuitive world of art, myth,
and language — constitutes, as (loathe said, a
revelation sent outward from within, a *synthesis
of world and spirit,1 which truly assuresus that
the two are originally one.^
Yet this passage oould. It seems, have been as easily inter¬
preted in the contest of critical idealism as in that of
absolute idealism*

For another thing, a reader of Cassirer

might recall certain passages on culture from Hegel*s
Phenomenology of Spirit which would bring to mind Cassirer* s
idea of modal formation.

Hegel has said

The means*..whereby an individual gets objective
validity and concrete actuality here is the form¬
ative process of culture.•«***»«Individuality
molds itself by culture to what it inherently
is, and only by so doing is it then something
•per se and possessed of concrete existence* The
extent of its culture is the measure of its re¬
ality and power.............. *.The inner essen¬
tial nature, the simple life of spirit that per¬
vades self-conscious reality, is resolved, spread
out into similar general areas or masses, spirit-
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ual masses in Skis ease, and appears as an entire
organized world.5
But the resemblance goes farther than mere similarity of
tone of certain passages.

Cassirer felt that he was adopt¬

ing HegelVs phenomenological method but hot his metaphysi¬
cal presuppositions.

She broad formal range of the Philos¬

ophy of Symbolic Forms which proposes to account for the
totality of human culture in its concrete historical mani¬
festations is reminiscent of the Phenomenology of Spirit.
Xet Cassirer is not a Hegelian.

He denies the ade¬

quacy of Hegel*s account of culture, maintaining that it
does not account for the special and unique aspects of the
various modes?
Hegel stated that we must think of the human
spirit as a concrete whole, that we must not
stop at the simple concept but develop it in
the totality of its manifestations*.....Rich
and varied as they are in content, their
structure is subordinated to a single and,
in a certain sense, uniform law — the law
of the dialectical method, which represents
the unchanging rhythm of the concept's auton¬
omous movement **....... .With all Hegel * e en¬
deavor to apprehend the specific differenti¬
ations of the spirit, he ultimately refers
and reduces its whole content and capacity
to a single dimension -- and its profoundest
content and true meaning are apprehended only
in relation to this dimension.®
From Hegel's standpoint* says Cassirer, "it follows that
philosophy provides the foundation for the other cultureforms only in the sense that it forthwith dispenses with
them and takes from their own autonomous and independent
worth and all this is done to make them subservient to its
own systematic purpose."

Against this, Cassirer proposes

that "The task of the critical philosophy, on the contrary,
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1B

to show the unity of reason precisely in the different

basic lines along which the world Is constructed and formed

7
in Its scientific* artistic, moral, and religious aspects«'
Charles W. Bendel in his introduction to the Philoso¬
phy of Symbolic Forms has indicated his view of the basis
of the separation between Cassirer and Hegel.

Hegel moves

from the encounter of spirit with life to the final reso¬
lution of the dialectic where the spirit has “absolute
knowledge" of itself.

But Cassirer, says Hendel,

keeps the twain ever twain, spirit and its other.
It is never forgotten that in the constitution
of whatever appears as ‘given1 at any stage,
even the highest, there is always a factor not
contributed by the form-giving activity of con¬
sciousness. Cassirer sees the unsolved problem
of Kant, that the human understanding is ‘an
image needing one.1 Expand ‘understanding1 to
‘spirit,* and it still remains the case in every
instance that the human spirit needs images
which it uses symbolically to disclose, meaning
beyond them. There is no leaping clean out of
an image-world so that spirit knows ultimately
itself. There is always the added phrase, ‘and
reality,1 the reality of the phenomenal world.
To Cassirer there is an ‘endless task* ahead,
and the oourse for man is one of discovering
the inexhaustible possibilities of the formative
role of the human spirit in the course of expe¬
rience and history.8
Edgar Wind in the Journal of Philosophy in 1925 wrote
an article on “Contemporary German Philosophy“ which seems
to have been very perceptive in its forecast of the form
and content of the Philosophy of Symbolic Forma, which was
at that time in the process of printing.

In this article

he presents a hypothetical argument between an epistemo¬
logical realist and a neo-Kantian critical idealist.

He

says that the critical idealist*s approach to objective
relations as based on constitutive functions of the mind
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is difficult to attack because such an attack can be
averted by logical argumentt
If anybody contradicts the Meo-Kantianist y the
latter has the right to say that his opponent
assumes certain determinants. And, certainly,
he will succeed in proving that these determin¬
ants which are believed to be principles' of
thought* are really products, of thought. If,
on the other hand, his opponent asks him to
solve the problem how it is possible that the
mind grasps objects which (in their existence
and meaning) are independent of the mind, he
will reply?
*The idea of a thing* independent
of the mind, is itself a conception of the
mind, She idea of absolute independence, (sic)
as you form it is self-contradictory, therefore
the problem as you put it, is illogical,1 His
opponent has only one thing to answer?
’You
may prove that my problem is illogical; but
how can you prove that, being illogical, it
ceases to be a problem? Your purely logical
method enables you to eliminate problems, but
thereby it prevents you from approaching them.
It makes you safe; but it leaves you poor,^9
Can this poverty be attributed to Cassirer?

i think not.

As Cassirer displays the general neo-Kantian tendency to
eliminate the metaphysical elements of Kant and emphasise
the critical parts of his philosophy, he sees the unity of
the various fields of cultural endeavor, which, Wind says,
was for Kant the "object of a quasi-religious creed,* as a
problem for investigation.
problems in these fields,

Cassirer finds no poverty of
She “purely logical method*' is

ordered within language, myth, science, art, and religion —
modes which, while being often in contradiction as regards
content* display an inner form, the progressive objective
determination of which is the highest task of the philoso¬
phy of symbolic formation.
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